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Referat:
Es ist noch nicht lange her, dass sich die Lidartechnik von einer Nische hochspezialisier-
ter Instrumentalisten dahingehend gewandelt hat, ihr volles Potential der Atmosphärenfor-
schung zugänglich zu machen. Diese Entwicklung lässt sich auf drei Faktoren zurückfüh-
ren. Zunächst wurden die Kosten für Lidargeräte durch Entwicklungen in der Lasertechnik
und dem Angebot optischer Bauteile so weit gesenkt, dass kommerzielle Anbieter Produk-
te entwickeln konnten, die neuen Nutzern den Einstieg in die Lidarforschung ermöglichten.
Desweiteren gelang es, die Ausgabeparameter verschiedener Messgeräte sowie die größ-
tenteils individualisierten Auswertealgorithmen zu homogenisieren. Zuletzt führte die erste
Langzeitmission eines weltraumgetragenen Lidargeräts zu einem globalen Datensatz, der
auch Nutzern, die bisher nicht mit Lidardaten gearbeitet hatten, das Potential dieser Mes-
sungen aufzeigte und zu neuen Auswertemethoden führte.

Diese Habilitationsschrift gibt einen Überblick über Fortschritte in der Lidartechnik und
der Nutzung von lidarspezifischen Parametern über die konventionelle Bestimmung opti-
scher Partikel- oder Wolkeneigenschaften hinaus. Diese Arbeit unterteilt sich in vier The-
menbereiche. Die Veröffentlichungen im ersten Themenbereich beschreiben, wie der Bedarf
an Informationen zur atmosphärischen Aschebelastung nach Vulkanausbrüchen zu Metho-
den zur Bestimmung von Partikelmassenkonzentrationen und der Konzentration von Parti-
keln, die für die Wolkenbildung und -entwickung relevant sind, geführt hat. Im zweiten The-
menbereich werden Veröffentlichungen besprochen, die einerseits die Evaluierung von welt-
raumgetragenen Lidarmessungen beschreiben und andererseits darstellen, wie diese Daten
für neuartige Studien, wie sie bisher mit bodengebundenen Messungen nicht möglich waren,
verwendet werden können. Der dritte Themenbereich beschreibt die Weiterentwicklung der
Inversion von Lidardaten zur Anwendung auf Messungen von nichtsphärischen Partikeln.
Der vierte und letzte Themenbereich stellt dar, wie die Erkenntnisse zu lidarspezifischen
Parametern zusammen mit lidarspezifischen Methoden derart angepasst werden können,
dass sie zu einer umfangreicheren Auswertung bodengebundener passiver Fernerkundung
mit Sonnenphotometern zurate gezogen werden können.

Diese Arbeit demonstriert das Potential von Lidarmessungen und lidarspezifischen Me-
thoden für die Atmosphärenforschung. Der Wandel der Lidarfernerkundung von einer durch
Instrumentenentwicklung angetriebenen und stark spezialisieren Randgruppe zu einem Feld
das bequem zu verwendende Daten für andere Nutzer zur Verfügung stellt, ist allerding
noch lange nicht abgeschlossen. Die Einbindung komplexer Lidargeräte in Messstationen
für bodengebunde Langzeitbeobachtungen mit synergistischen Geräteparks hat gerade erst
begonnen. Diese Entwicklung wird auch für die nächsten Jahre für eine anhaltende Weiter-
entwicklung der Lidartechnik und lidarspezifischer Methoden sorgen.
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Abstract:
It is only since about the middle of the first decade of this century that the lidar technique
has left the niche of a rather small, instrument-focussed group of specialists to provide its
full potential to the wider community of atmospheric scientists. This is the combined result
of three developments. Most importantly, advances in laser technology and optical elements
led to a strong decrease in the cost of lidar instruments and to customized commercially
available systems. At the same time, a strong effort was made towards the homogenization
and quality-assurance of the products being available from those instruments. Finally, the
first long-term aerosol lidar in space produced a global, well documented, and easily acces-
sible data set that demonstrates the potential of lidar measurements to data users previously
unacquainted with this technique and opened new pathways for data exploitation.

This habilitation thesis describes advances in using the lidar technique and the inferred
lidar-specific parameters for applications that go beyond the conventional retrieval of the op-
tical properties of aerosols and clouds. The work is sorted into four themes that describe (1)
the pathway of moving from the retrieval of aerosol optical properties to number and mass
concentrations, (2) the validation and innovative use of spaceborne lidar observations, (3)
advances in the inversion of lidar data, and (4) the use of lidar-specific parameters in the
analysis of sun photometer data. The papers in Theme 1 describe how the necessity to
provide profiles of the mass concentration of volcanic ash rather than aerosol optical prop-
erties for the assessment of aviation safety in the aftermath of volcanic eruptions led to the
development of new lidar-based products that enable height-resolved remote sensing of the
concentrations of those particles that are relevant for cloud formation and evolution. Theme
2 presents papers that on the one hand assess the quality of spaceborne lidar observations
based on ground-based measurements and on the other hand use the new perspective pro-
vided by spaceborne lidar for innovative research that would not have been possible with
ground-based instruments. The papers in Theme 3 describe recent progress that has been
made in the inversion of lidar data for the retrieval of microphysical particle properties for ob-
servations performed in the presence of non-spherical mineral dust particles. Finally, Theme
4 gives an overview of how lidar-specific parameters and the insight gained about these pa-
rameters over the last ten years can be exploited for a more comprehensive analysis of data
taken from ground-based passive remote sensing with sun photometers.

The papers included in this work demonstrate the potential of lidar measurements and
lidar-based methods for the larger atmospheric science community. However, the transfor-
mation of lidar-based research from an instrument-development driven, highly specialized
fringe topic towards a field focussed on providing data products that are easily accessible
by the wider scientific community is still far from complete. The integration of advanced li-
dar measurements into routine and synergistic multi-instrumental ground-based observing
systems has only begun. This development is likely to provide further momentum to the
evolution of the lidar technique and lidar-based methods over the years to come.
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1 Introduction

The light detection and ranging (lidar) technique has been used for height-resolved mea-
surements of aerosols and clouds for several decades. It has only been over the last
ten to 15 years, however, that different applications have been combined into advanced
lidar instruments (Wandinger 2005a). These state-of-the-art lidars provide the data needed
to gain insight into particle load (extinction and backscatter coefficients), size (measure-
ments at multiple wavelengths), and shape (polarization-sensitive measurements). Today,
advanced lidars give intensive optical parameters that allow for detailed aerosol characteri-
zation (Tesche et al. 2009a, 2011a, Burton et al. 2013, Groß et al. 2013) and the separation
of the contribution of different aerosol types such as mineral dust, biomass-burning smoke,
continental pollution, or marine aerosol within mixed layers (Tesche et al. 2009b, 2011b,
Burton et al. 2014). In addition, methodologies have been developed to derive aerosol
microphysical properties (i.e. size distribution, concentration, effective radius, complex re-
fractive index, Ansmann and Müller 2005) as well as mass concentration profiles (Ansmann
et al. 2012, Mamouri and Ansmann 2014) from the measured optical parameters. Lidar
observations have been used in the aftermath of the eruptions of the Icelandic volcanoes
Eyjafjallajökull (Ansmann et al. 2011a) and Grímsvötn (Tesche et al. 2012) to derive ash
mass-concentration profiles. This information was crucial for assessing aviation safety when
surface-based and column-integrated measurements could not provide the required infor-
mation to stakeholders and decision makers. The method for converting profiles of aerosol
extinction coefficients into height-resolved aerosol mass concentration has been expanded
by Mamouri and Ansmann (2015, 2016) towards the retrieval of aerosol number concentra-
tion profiles from which concentrations of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and ice nucleat-
ing particles (INP) are derived using measurement-based parametrizations for mineral dust,
marine aerosols, and continental pollution (DeMott et al. 2010, 2015a, 2016, Niemand et al.
2012, Steinke et al. 2015, Ullrich et al. 2017).

The optical data obtained from advanced lidar measurement at multiple wavelength can
also be used to infer aerosol microphysical properties by means of data inversion (Ansmann
and Müller 2005). The purpose of this procedure, which addresses an ill-posed problem
that can only be solved numerically, is to find those sets of microphysical particle proper-
ties that best describe the measured optical data. The methodology has matured over the
last 20 years to now provide the desired information in near-real time (Müller et al. 2014,
Müller et al. 2019). Comparisons to independent in-situ measurements confirm that param-
eters retrieved from the inversion of lidar measurements are reasonable (Sawamura et al.
2017). However, the inversion of lidar data that have been collected in the presence of non-
spherical particles such as mineral dust or volcanic ash still poses a major challenge. This is
because there is no mathematically exact method for describing the light-scattering by par-
ticles whose shape deviates from that of a sphere (Mie 1908). Efforts have been made to
use spheroids (Dubovik et al. 2006) or irregularly shaped particles (Gasteiger et al. 2011) in
the inversion of optical remote-sensing measurements of the atmosphere. But so far, no ap-
proach has fully met the requirements of the remote-sensing community. Ultimately, such a
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light-scattering model needs to be universally applicable to both active and passive remote-
sensing observations with the goal of reconciling them with independent measurements of
microphysical and optical particle properties. Nevertheless, light scattering by randomly
oriented spheroids currently marks the best available option to address the problem.

Spaceborne lidar measurements with the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polariza-
tion (CALIOP) aboard the Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observations
(CALIPSO, Winker et al. 2009) satellite within the A-Train constellation of polar-orbiting satel-
lites have been available since June 2006. Since then, CALIOP has provided an unprece-
dented view of the global height-resolved distribution of atmospheric aerosols and clouds.
It spawned an abundance of validation efforts with ground-based and airborne lidar instru-
ments but also introduced the concept of lidar profiling and the inferred products to a wide
field of researchers that had never been in contact with lidar before but now had the oppor-
tunity to exploit the data to pursue their research interests.

Another pathway for expanding lidar research to other fields is by adapting the insights
gained over the last decade to measurements conducted with other optical remote-sensing
instruments. Lidar and sun photometer observations are based on measuring scattered
light. They are quite complementary, and thus, the two types of instrument are often
collocated. Therefore, is seems natural to find a way to apply lidar-specific methods to
data inferred from sun-photometer measurements. This has become possible since lidar-
specific parameters have become a standard output of the inversion of ground-based sun-
photometer measurements and characteristic values of the different parameters for pure
aerosol types have been collected with today’s advanced lidar instruments.

This cumulative habilitation thesis presents advances on the items listed above. The
included papers have been sorted according to four themes that have defined the author’s
research activities since receiving his title of Doctor rerum naturalium in 2011:

Theme 1: From aerosol optical properties to number and mass concentrations
Theme 2: Validation and innovative use of spaceborne lidar observations
Theme 3: Advances in the inversion of lidar data
Theme 4: Use of lidar-specific parameters in the analysis of sun photometer data

Chapter 2 provides the theoretic background of the remote-sensing methods considered
in this work. This includes the basics of light scattering, the fundamentals of active remote
sensing with lidar and passive remote sensing with sun photometers, as well as the adapta-
tion of lidar-specific methods for the analysis of sun-photometer measurements. Chapter 3
discusses some highlights of the author’s work since 2011 according to the themes intro-
duced above. Chapter 4 summarizes the comprehensive results of the publications included
in this work and concludes this thesis.
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2 Background

2.1 Light scattering in the atmosphere

1Light in the atmosphere becomes visible for the human eye after the interaction with scat-
terers. These scatterers can be molecules, cloud droplets, aerosol particles, as well as rain
or snow. When interfering with scatterers light might also be absorbed. The sum of scatter-
ing and absorption within a certain volume is called extinction. Light extinction depends on
the wavelength λ of incident light. Its measure is the volume extinction coefficient αλ that
describes the attenuation of light travelling through a medium.

The intensity of scattered light of a certain wavelength varies with the size, the shape, and
the complex refractive index of a scatterer. It furthermore strongly depends on the direction
of scattering which is defined by the zenith angle Θ and the azimuth angle Φ in spherical
coordinates. The intensity of light that is scattered in the direction (Θ,Φ) is described by
the scattering phase function pλ(Θ,Φ) (van de Hulst 1957, Bohren and Huffman 1983). It is
a dimensionless function whose integral over all directions is generally normalized to unity.
The scattering phase function displays distinctive features for different scatterers, especially
in sidewards and backward direction. The integral of the scattering phase function of an
ensemble of scatterers is proportional to the volume extinction coefficient. Scattering in
the direction of propagation of the incident beam of light (Θ = 0◦) is referred to as forward
scattering while scattering in the direction of the primary source (Θ = 180◦) is referred to as
backward scattering or backscattering. The intensity of the backscattered light is described
by the volume backscatter coefficient βλ. The backscatter coefficient strongly depends on
the effective size and the mean refractive index of an ensemble of scatterers. The imaginary
part of the refractive index controls the absorptive properties of a particle.

In physical terms, light is an electromagnetic wave with an electric field vector E that is
periodically oscillating perpendicular to the direction of propagation (z-direction). It is called
linearly polarized, if the oscillation is restricted to a single plane. The x and y components
of the wave are in phase and the field vector draws a line in the x-y-plane. The electric
field vector rotates with time, if a 90◦ phase shift occurs between its x and y components.
It now draws a circle in the x-y-plane and is called circularly polarized. If the phase shift
differs from 90◦, light is called elliptically polarized. The latter also is the general case of
polarization (van de Hulst 1957, Bohren and Huffman 1983). Natural sunlight is unpolarized
because it consists of a multitude of waves that are polarized in an infinite variety of ways.

The intensity and the state of polarization of a light beam are fully described by its Stokes
vector S = (I,Q, U, V ). The four elements of this vector are called Stokes parameters and
characterize the total intensity I, the intensity along the x and y axes Q, the intensity along
the +45◦ and −45◦ axes U , and the intensity that is right-hand circular and left-hand circular

1Parts of this section has been adapted from Tesche (2011).
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V . The latter parameter describes the rotation of the electric field vector in case of elliptically
polarized light. The Stokes vector is often normalized to its first element, i.e. I equals unity.
For example, the Stokes vector of unpolarized light is S = (1, 0, 0, 0), while it is S = (1, 1, 0, 0)
for linearly (along the x axis) and S = (1, 0, 0, 1) for (left-hand) circularly polarized light. The
relation between the intensity and state of polarization of scattered light S and the intensity
and state of polarization of incident light S0 is fully described as S = F(Θ,Φ)S0 .

The normalized 4× 4 transformation matrix F is dimensionless and is referred to as scat-
tering matrix. It consists of 16 elements Fij(Θ,Φ) that depend on the scattering angles Θ
and Φ (van de Hulst 1957, Bohren and Huffman 1983). In case of first-order scattering by
randomly oriented non-spherical particles having a plane of symmetry, e.g. spheroids, the
matrix simplifies to

F(Θ) =


F11 F12 0 0
F12 F22 0 0
0 0 F33 −F43

0 0 F43 F44

 (2.1)

and becomes diagonal for exact backscattering when F12(180◦) = F43(180◦) = 0,

F(180◦) =


F11 0 0 0
0 F22 0 0
0 0 F33 0
0 0 0 F44

 =


a1 0 0 0
0 a2 0 0
0 0 −a2 0
0 0 0 a1 − 2a2

 , (2.2)

with only two independent parameters a1 and a2. The first element F11(Θ) = a1(Θ) is
identical to the phase function p(Θ). Usually, all elements of the transformation matrix are
normalized to the first element F11 = a1. In case of backscattering by spherical particles
the normalized scattering matrix simplifies even further as a1 = a2 = 1. Transforming an
incident beam of linearly polarized light with this matrix preserves the state of polarization
as it is observed for backscattering by spherical cloud droplets.

Depending on the wavelength of the incident light and the size (radius r) of the scatter-
ers, different kinds of scattering are discerned. Rain drops and ice crystals are very large
compared to the wavelength of incident light (r � λ). While these scatterers show no wave-
length dependence of the intensity of scattered light, refraction of light at their surfaces can
cause optical phenomena like rainbows or halos. If the size of the scatterers decreases to
the dimension of the wavelength of incident light (r ≈ λ), the intensity of scattering is approx-
imately proportional to the inverse of the wavelength but can also vary strongly depending
on the kind of scatterers. This case is often called Mie scattering, despite the fact that this
term originally refers to scattering of electromagnetic waves by spherical objects of various
size (Mie 1908). The size of atmospheric aerosol particles ranges from a few nanometers to
several micrometers. Thus, these particles are very effective scatterers of electromagnetic
waves with wavelengths from the ultraviolet (UV) to the infrared (IR) (van de Hulst 1957,
Bohren and Huffman 1983). The interaction of light with air molecules that are much smaller
than the wavelength of light (r � λ) is called Rayleigh scattering. This process is strongly
wavelength-dependent (proportional to λ−4). The blue sky is caused by Rayleigh scattering
because the blue part of the visible spectrum is scattered much stronger than light of larger
wavelength.

For most scattering processes the energy and wavelength of the scattered photon are
equal to those of the incident photon. This is called elastic scattering. For a very small

16
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fraction of scattered light a wavelength shift between incident and scattered photon can be
observed. This inelastic Raman scattering is caused by an excitation or disexcitation of the
scattering molecule by incident photons changing its vibrational, rotational, or vibrational-
rotational level of energy.

2.2 Active remote sensing with aerosol lidar

2.2.1 Lidar principle

A lidar (Light Detection and Ranging, Weitkamp 2005) instrument uses laser light for range-
resolved measurements of aerosols, clouds, trace gasses, temperature, or winds with high
temporal resolution. A lidar consists of a transmitter and a receiver (Wandinger 2005a).
The transmitter includes a laser that emits short pulses which are directed into the atmo-
sphere. The light source of a common aerosol lidar is a commercially available Nd:YAG
laser that emits light at the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm. The emitted light can be
frequency-doubled to 532 nm or frequency-tripled to 355 nm. The receiver telescope col-
lects backscattered light that is directed through a beam separation unit after which light at
different wavelength and state of polarization is detected by means of photomultiplier tubes.
Because the speed of light c is known, the distance R between the lidar and the location
of scattering can be calculated as R = ct/2. The detected signal is described by the lidar
equation

Pλ0(R) = Eλ0
Oλ0(R)

R2
βλ0(R) exp

[
−2

∫ R

0
αλ0(ξ)dξ

]
. (2.3)

The range-resolved received power Pλ0(R) at the emitted wavelength λ0 depends on a con-
stant, range-independent system term Eλ0 (that considers the emitted laser pulse power and
length, the speed of light, the area of the receiver telescope, and the wavelength-dependent
transmission of the receiver optics), the geometric form factor Oλ0(R), the inverse square
distance, the wavelength-dependent volume backscatter coefficient βλ0(R) at the place of
backscattering, and a transmission term that is expressed by an exponential function. The
latter describes the attenuation of light on the way to the place of scattering and back. The
function Oλ0(R) characterizes the geometric overlap between the laser beam and the re-
ceiver field of view. It varies between zero near the lidar and unity at a height of complete
overlap beyond which its effect does no longer need to be accounted for.

A comprehensive introduction into the principles of active remote sensing with lidar and
an overview of different lidar techniques is provided by Wandinger (2005a, b), Ansmann and
Müller (2005), Eloranta (2005) and Sassen (2005).

2.2.2 Measured parameters

Particle backscatter and extinction coefficient
On the way from the emitting laser to the location of scattering and back to the lidar receiver,
photons can be absorbed or scattered. The sum of absorption and scattering describes the
attenuation of light travelling through a medium and is called extinction. In the atmosphere
emitted laser light can interact with molecules and particles. Thus, the volume backscatter
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coefficient β (in m−1sr−1) and the volume extinction coefficient α (in m−1) need to be split
into contributions of particles (superscript p) and molecules (superscript m) as

βλ(R) = βp
λ(R) + βm

λ (R) =

∫
np(R, r)

dσp
sca(r, π)

dΩ
dr + nm(R)

dσm
sca(π)

dΩ
(2.4)

and
αλ(R) = αp

λ(R) + αm
λ (R) =

∫
np(R, r)σp

ext(r)dr + nm(R)σm
ext . (2.5)

np(r) (in m−3m−1) denotes the number concentration of aerosol particles of a certain size
while nm (in m−3) refers to the number concentration of air molecules. dσp,m

sca (π)/dΩ repre-
sents the differential scattering cross section (in m2sr−1) of particles and molecules for the
backward direction (Θ = π). The extinction cross section (in m2) of particles and molecules
is characterized as σp,m

ext . The differential scattering cross section is known for different
molecules. Profiles of the number concentration nm(R) of air molecules can be derived
from profiles of temperature and pressure originating from radiosonde ascents or standard
atmospheric models (Bucholtz 1995). Both βp(R) and αp(R) are extensive quantities that
increase with increasing particle concentration in the atmosphere.

Particle lidar ratio
In the past, lidar instruments were set up to detect light only at the wavelength of the emitted
laser light. This complicated the data analysis as two unknown quantities, β(R) and α(R),
appear in Eq. (2.3) while only one signal is being detected. Klett’s method (Klett 1981, 1985,
Fernald 1984) is used to infer quantitative aerosol information from such elastic backscat-
ter lidar measurements (Ansmann and Müller 2005). Because β(R) and α(R) cannot be
retrieved independent of each other, extinction-to-backscatter ratios (or lidar ratios)

Sp(R) =
αp(R)

βp(R)
(2.6)

and
Sm =

αm(R)

βm(R)
≈ 8π

3
sr (2.7)

for particles and molecules, respectively, are introduced to substitute one of the two un-
knowns. The molecular lidar ratio Sm is constant with height. The particulate lidar ratio
Sp(R) on the other hand is an intensive parameter that depends on the size, shape, and
refractive index of the scattering particles. For the analysis of signals of an elastic backscat-
ter lidar a reasonable value of Sp(R) needs to be assumed. In cases of complex aerosol
stratification with layers of different origin, Sp(R) can show strong vertical variations which
can introduce large errors to the retrieval of βp(R) and αp(R) (Sasano et al. 1985). Typical
values of lidar ratios for common aerosol types are presented in Section 2.2.3.

The limitations of the early elastic backscatter lidars have been overcome by new tech-
niques that enable the measurement of a second signal to solve Eq. (2.3) without the need
for assuming a particle lidar ratio. This pure molecular signal can be obtained either with a
Raman channel (Ansmann and Müller 2005, Wandinger 2005b) for the detection of Raman
scattering by nitrogen combined with the known nitrogen concentration in the atmosphere or
with a high-spectral-resolution channel (Eloranta 2005) that measures the Doppler broaden-
ing of the Cabannes line. Such channels can provide the independent information needed
to calculate βp(R) and αp(R), and thus, to get a direct measurement of Sp(R).
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Particle linear depolarization ratio
The polarization lidar technique (Sassen 2005) makes use of the fact that the linearly polar-
ized laser light emitted by a lidar might change its state of polarization when interacting with
scatterers in the atmosphere. To quantify this change in the state of polarization, backscat-
tered light is measured in two detection channels representing two planes of polarization,
parallel (‖) and perpendicular (⊥) with respect to the plane of polarization of the emitted
laser light. This leads to two lidar equations for backscattered light that has the same state
of polarization as the emitted laser light (co-polarized, ‖Pλ(R)) and for light whose state of
polarization is perpendicular to the one of the emitted laser light (cross-polarized, ⊥Pλ(R)).
The ratio of these two signals is referred to as the linear volume depolarization ratio (Schot-
land et al. 1971), that comprises the contributions of molecules and aerosol particles as

δv =
⊥P
‖P

=
⊥β
‖β

=
⊥βp + ⊥βm

‖βp + ‖βm
. (2.8)

A separation of the backscatter coefficients related to molecules and particles leads to the
linear molecular (Rayleigh) depolarization ratio

δm =
⊥βm

‖βm
(2.9)

and the linear particle depolarization ratio

δp =
⊥βp

‖βp
. (2.10)

From Eqs. (2.9) and (2.10), the equation for the calculation of δp from the measured lidar
profiles of βp and δv is derived as

δp =
βm(δv − δm) + βpδv(1 + δm)

βm (δm − δv) + βp (1 + δm)
. (2.11)

Like the particle lidar ratio, the particle linear depolarization ratio is an intensive quantity
of the ensemble of scattering particles. Accurate measurements of this parameter require
regular calibration measurements as well as a thorough characterization of the lidar receiver
optics (Freudenthaler et al. 2009, Freudenthaler 2016, Mattis et al. 2009, Bravo-Aranda et al.
2016, Belegante et al. 2018). Typical values of particle linear depolarization ratios for com-
mon aerosol types are presented in Section 2.2.3.

Ångström exponent
Measurements of aerosol optical properties at different wavelengths allow for calculating the
spectral slope of those parameters. This information is described by the Ångström exponent
å (Ångström 1964). For a quantity ξ, which could be αp, βp, or Sp, measured at the two
wavelengths λ1 and λ2, the Ångström exponent is calculated as

åξλ1/λ2 =
ln (ξλ1/ξλ2)

ln (λ2/λ1)
. (2.12)

2.2.3 Aerosol typing

Modern multiwavelength polarization Raman lidars use high-power Nd:YAG lasers to emit
light at two or three of the wavelengths of 355, 532, and 1064 nm. The measured profiles
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Table 2.1: Typical values for common aerosol types discerned from advanced aerosol lidar mea-
surement as provided in Müller et al. (2007), Burton et al. (2012), Groß et al. (2013), Haarig et al.
(2017a, b, 2018).

Aerosol type Sp (sr) δp

wavelength (nm) 355 532 355 532 1064

marine 20 20 0.03 0.02 0.02
Saharan dust 55 55 0.25 0.32 0.23
smoke 40–50 50–70 0.02 0.05 0.01
urban 50–60 40–70 0.04 0.06 –
polluted dust 70–80 60–80 0.12–0.22 0.12–0.27 –
volcanic ash 60 60 0.37 0.36 –

of βp at 355, 532, and 1064 nm, of αp at 355 and 532 nm, and of δv at one or more of the
emitted wavelengths can be used to calculate optical aerosol parameters that are sensitive
to size, shape, and refractive index of atmospheric particles. These parameter can refer to
the concentration or the type of the scattering particles, and thus, give extensive information
about the measured clouds and aerosols that can be used for comprehensive aerosol char-
acterization. Typical values for commonly considered aerosol types are given in Table 2.1.

The lidar ratio gives information about the size, shape, and the absorption properties
of the scattering particles. It decreases with particle size and increases with particle ab-
sorption efficiency. Typically, non-spherical particles have higher lidar ratios than spherical
particles of the same size. The different effects might compensate each other which leads
to similar lidar ratios for totally different particle types. For instance, lidar ratios of urban
haze (small and highly absorbing) and mineral dust (large, non-spherical, and less absorb-
ing) are similar with values of 50–55 sr (Ackermann 1998, Müller et al. 2007, Tesche et al.
2009a). In such ambiguous cases the shape-dependent particle linear depolarization ratio
provides further insight. Scattering by spheres does not alter the state of polarization of
light. Thus δp

λ ≈ 0 for spherical particles and increases with particle non-sphericity as well
as for mixtures of spherical and non-spherical particles. Ångström exponents of zero denote
wavelength independence of the investigated quantity which is due to scattering by large
particles. Scattering by small particles on the other hand shows a strong wavelength depen-
dence and causes values of å that are larger than unity (Eck et al. 1999). This information
is combined to create lidar-based aerosol-typing schemes (Burton et al. 2012, 2013, Groß
et al. 2013) that are also of vital importance for the analysis of data from spaceborne lidars
(Omar et al. 2009, Illingworth et al. 2015, Wandinger et al. 2016) which generally lag the
sophistication of ground-based state-of-the-art instruments.

2.2.4 Aerosol-type separation

The first separation of aerosol types based on lidar measurements of δp is presented by
Sugimoto et al. (2003) and Shimizu et al. (2004). This method has been further refined by
Tesche et al. (2009b) with the increased availability of precise measurements of δp together
with measurements of this parameter for aerosol types in their pure, unmixed form. The
technique is similar to the one used for separating the contributions of molecules and parti-
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Figure 2.1: Visualization of Eq. (2.14) for two-component mixtures of mineral dust (δd = 0.31),
biomass–burning smoke (δs = 0.05), and marine aerosol (δo = 0.03) at 532 nm.

cles to the volume depolarization ratio to obtain Eq. (2.11). The particle depolarization ratio
is assumed to contain contributions of mineral dust (superscript d) and less depolarizing
aerosols (superscript nd for non-dust). Similarly to Eq. (2.8), δp

λ can be rewritten as

δp
λ =

⊥βd
λ + ⊥βnd

λ
‖βd
λ + ‖βnd

λ

. (2.13)

Following the transformations described in Tesche et al. (2009b) leads to

βd
λ = βp

λ

(δp
λ − δ

nd
λ )
(
1 + δd

λ

)(
δd
λ − δnd

λ

) (
1 + δp

λ

) . (2.14)

The dust backscatter coefficient can thus be derived, if βp
λ and δp

λ of a certain wavelength
are measured and δd

λ and δnd
λ are known. Once βd

λ is known from Eq. (2.14) the contribution
of the non-dust component can be derived as

βnd
λ = βp

λ − β
d
λ . (2.15)

Figure 2.1 is a visualization of Equation (2.14) for the measurement of two-component
mixtures of maritime aerosol + biomass–burning smoke, maritime aerosol + mineral dust,
and biomass–burning smoke + mineral dust at 532 nm. The third mixture represents the
conditions observed in the elevated layers over Cape Verde during winter (Tesche et al.
2009b, 2011a, b). An investigation of the second aerosol mixture is presented by Groß et al.
(2011b). In the following, parameters will refer to particles if not stated otherwise. Hence,
the superscript p will be omitted from here on.

The method of Tesche et al. (2009b) has been generalized by Burton et al. (2014) who
incorporated the lidar ratio and the Ångström exponent in addition to the particle linear de-
polarization ratio to obtain simple mixing rules that can be used to infer mixing-ratios from
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lidar-derived parameters also for cases of low values of the particle linear depolarization
ratio. The aerosol-type separation based on lidar parameters is fundamentally different from
approaches that simply cut an assumed aerosol size distribution into a fine and a coarse
mode such as in-situ measurements or the AERONET retrieval (Eck et al. 2010)). The latter
generally ignore the effects of small mineral dust particles in the fine mode or large smoke
particles in the coarse mode. The method of Tesche et al. (2009b) also forms the foundation
for inferring mass concentration profiles of mineral dust and volcanic ash from polarization
lidar measurements (Ansmann et al. 2010, 2011a, 2012).

2.2.5 Dust and ash mass concentrations

The methodology outlined in Section 2.2.4 has been further refined to infer mass concen-
trations m of the different aerosol types in the mixture (Ansmann et al. 2010, 2011a, 2012,
Tesche et al. 2012, Mamouri and Ansmann 2014, 2017). The key to this step away from
purely optical information has been the introduction of extinction-to-mass conversion factors
vf/τf and vc/τc for the fine- and coarse-mode aerosol types, respectively. These conver-
sion factors are based on sun photometer observations at sites representative for different
aerosol types (Ansmann et al. 2010, 2011a, 2012). The latest, most comprehensive, and re-
gionally resolved collection of such conversion factors is provided in Ansmann et al. (2019a).

After using Eq. (2.14) to separate non-spherical coarse-model aerosol from spherical
fine-mode aerosol, the mass-concentration profile for the coarse-mode aerosol type can be
derived as

mc = ρc
vc

τc
βcSc = ρc

vc

τc
αc (2.16)

while that of the fine-mode aerosol type can be calculated following

mf = ρf
vf

τf
βfSf = ρf

vf

τf
αf . (2.17)

To obtain the mass-concentration profiles for volcanic ash (index a) and non-ash (in-
dex na) particles, Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17) are solved using values of δa=0.36±0.02 and
δna=0.01±0.01, respectively. Multiplication with the ash and non-ash lidar ratios of
Sa=50±10 sr and Sna=40–80 sr, respectively, gives the extinction coefficients corresponding
to the two aerosol types. These profiles need to be multiplied with the respective densities
(ρa and ρna) and conversion factors (va/τa and vna/τna) to yield mass-concentration profiles.
In Ansmann et al. (2010), an ash mass density of 2.6 g/cm−3 is combined with an ash con-
version factor of 0.75 × 10−6 m as representative for mineral dust in the Optical Properties
of Aerosols and Clouds (OPAC, Hess et al. 1998) data base. These initial values have been
refined to ρa=2.6±0.6 g/cm−3 and va/τa=(0.605±0.1)×10−6 m in Ansmann et al. (2011a). In
addition, values of ρa=1.5±0.3 g/cm−3 and vna/τna=(0.177±0.016)×10−6 m have been se-
lected for the non-ash fine-mode aerosol in the later stages of studying the Eyjafjallajökull
volcanic ash plume (Ansmann et al. 2011a).

Further refinements for ash from the Eyjafjallajökull and Grímsvötn eruptions, for Saha-
ran dust, and for continental aerosol are presented in Ansmann et al. (2012) as the Polariza-
tion Lidar Photometer Networking (POLIPHON) technique. This methodology infers realistic
ranges of ash mass concentrations also for measurements with less advanced lidar instru-
ments as demonstrated by Tesche et al. (2012) for lidar measurements of the Grímsvötn
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Table 2.2: Overview of the equations used to calculate the input parameters for different CCN and
INP parametrizations from the aerosol extinction coefficient α related to different aerosol types
(index omitted for readability). A comprehensive list of the required conversion factors c and x is
provided in Mamouri and Ansmann (2016) and Ansmann et al. (2019a).

mineral dust continental pollution marine aerosol

CCN input n100,dry = c100α
x n50,dry = c60α

x n50,dry = c100α
x

INP input n250,dry = c250α n250,dry = c290α n250,dry = c500α
Sdry = csα Sdry = csα Sdry = cs/4α

ash plume over Stockholm, Sweden. In addition, lidar-derived mass concentration profiles
of coarse- and fine-mode mineral dust (Mamouri and Ansmann 2014, 2017) provide a useful
new tool for assessing dust mobilization and transport modelling (Solomos et al. 2017).

2.2.6 CCN and INP concentrations

Over the years, the POLIPHON technique has been further refined to derive not only mass
concentrations from lidar measurements but also the concentrations of particles that are
relevant for the formation and development of clouds, i.e. concentrations of cloud conden-
sation nuclei (CCN) and ice nucleating particles (INP) (Mamouri and Ansmann 2016). The
key to this development are conversion factors that provide a relation between the aerosol
extinction profile for different types of aerosols and the input needed for commonly used
parametrizations for inferring CCN and INP concentrations from in-situ measurements of
different aerosol types (DeMott et al. 2010, 2015a, 2016, Niemand et al. 2012, Steinke
et al. 2015, Ullrich et al. 2017). For different aerosol types such as mineral dust (index
d), continental pollution (index c), and marine aerosol (index o), the concentration of parti-
cles with dry diameters larger than 100 nm (n100,d,dry) and 50 nm (n50,c,dry, n50,o,dry), respec-
tively, needs to be know to obtain CCN concentrations. Parametrizations for inferring INP
concentration are based on either the concentration of particles with dry diameters larger
than 250 nm (n250,d,dry,n250,c,dry, and n250,o,dry) or the particle surface area concentration
(Sd,dry,Sc,dry, and So,dry). These parameters can be obtained from the extinction coefficient
related to the respective aerosol types and corresponding conversion factors following the
equations in Table 2.2.

The methodology for inferring CCN and INP profiles from lidar measurements marks a
paradigm shift in the characterization of aerosols relevant for cloud formation and develop-
ment. Today, aerosol optical depth (AOD or τ ) and aerosol index (AI=τ×å) as obtained from
passive spaceborne remote sensing are still the best proxies of CCN concentration even
though their usefulness might be limited (Stier 2016). Even worse, there is currently no
remote-sensing based proxy for INP concentrations. Better understanding of aerosol-cloud
interactions in warm and cold clouds can only be obtained if the concentrations of CCN and
INP are known. Height-resolved observations are the only tool for getting this information.
In contrast, proxies based on column-integrated parameters cannot guarantee that the ob-
served aerosols and clouds are actually at the same height level. Cloud droplets are formed
when ascending air parcels cool adiabatically until supersaturation over water is reached at
cloud base. Cloud glaciation is initiated at cloud top where temperatures are lowest. It is
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these two height levels where CCN and INP, respectively, act most efficiently.

2.2.7 Inversion with regularization

The Tikhonov Advanced Regularization Algorithm (TiARA, Müller et al. 2019) uses data
from multiwavelength aerosol lidar measurements for the retrieval of microphysical particle
properties (Müller et al. 1998, Veselovskii et al. 2002, Ansmann and Müller 2005). This ap-
plication has been the main driver for the development of advanced multiwavelength aerosol
lidars even before the development of the capability for sophisticated aerosol classification.
Outputs of TiARA have been thoroughly compared to findings from in situ particle sampling
(Ansmann et al. 2002b, Wandinger et al. 2002, Müller et al. 2003, 2005, Tesche et al. 2008,
Müller et al. 2014, Sawamura et al. 2017). The method has now matured to a level that
allows for unsupervised and real-time application to operative multiwavelength aerosol lidar
measurements (Chemyakin et al. 2014, Müller et al. 2019).

The relationship between optical and microphysical properties of a population of scatter-
ing particles is expressed as a set of Fredholm equations of the first kind which represents
an ill-posed, non-linear problem that cannot be solved analytically. The entire inversion pro-
cedure is targeted at finding those aerosol number size distributions n(r) that are capable of
reproducing the measured optical data. A set of three backscatter and two extinction coeffi-
cients, a so-called 3+2 data set, forms the minimum number of input parameters needed to
obtain a stable solution (Müller et al. 2001, Veselovskii et al. 2002). It is for this reason that
modern aerosol lidars are designed to measure backscatter coefficients at 355, 532, and
1064 nm and extinction coefficients at 355 and 532 nm. Depending on the range and step
width of the varied parameters, one input data set can produce hundreds of thousands of
mathematical solutions. However, only a fraction of those are physically meaningful results.
This necessitates a careful analysis of the inversion output. In the end, several hundred
trustworthy solutions are averaged to obtain information on the particle number, surface-
area, and volume concentration, the effective radius (reff) derived from these parameters,
the complex refractive index (m = mr + imi), and the single-scattering albedo (SSA or ω).

The inversion of multiwavelength lidar data is based on using light-scattering kernels
that were computed on the basis of Mie theory (Ansmann and Müller 2005). Veselovskii
et al. (2010) were the first to investigate the possibility of using spheroid scattering kernels
computed for randomly oriented spheroids (Dubovik et al. 2006). This change requires
the addition of values of the particle linear depolarization ratio to the set of input data which
allows for retrieving the spheroid particle fraction as an additional inversion output parameter.
This parameter should be close to unity for measurements under atmospheric conditions in
which only non-spherical particles are present.

2.3 Passive remote sensing within AERONET

2.3.1 AERONET sun/sky radiometer observations

The Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET, Holben et al. 1998, Holben et al. 2001) is a global
network of automated radiometers for direct-sun and sky-radiation measurements. Initially
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designed as a ground-truth for spaceborne remote sensing, AERONET provides AOD at
wavelengths from 340 nm to 1640 nm always including observations at 440, 670, 870, and
1020 nm. The AOD uncertainty is estimated as 0.01 to 0.02 depending on wavelength in the
absence of cloud contamination. The calibrated sky radiance measurements typically have
uncertainties below 5%. Ångström exponents and the fine-mode fraction (FMF or η, O’Neill
et al. 2003) are obtained from the spectral AOD data.

The level 2 product available from the AERONET portal (https://aeronet.gsfc.nasa.gov/)
includes inversion results for measurements with a 440-nm AOD larger than 0.4 (Dubovik
et al. 2006). The AERONET inversion infers columnar particle properties such as the vol-
ume size distribution, the complex refractive index, and the SSA. The uncertainty in SSA
is expected to be of the order of 0.03 (Dubovik et al. 2000). Knowledge of SSA is used to
determine the fraction of AOD related to light absorption, referred to as absorption aerosol
optical depth (AAOD). Detailed information on the AERONET instrumentation and data is
provided by Holben et al. (1998), Holben et al. (2001), Dubovik et al. (2002, 2006), Eck et al.
(2005), Giles et al. (2019), and Sinyuk et al. (2020).

2.3.2 Retrieval of lidar-specific parameters

Measurements with aerosol lidar and AERONET instruments can be compared to assess
the performance of the spheroidal light-scattering model of Dubovik et al. (2006) currently
used in the AERONET inversion (Müller et al. 2010a, b, Gasteiger et al. 2011). Such compar-
isons are of particular interest for aerosol types with non-spherical particle shape (aerosol
types with increased δλ in Table 2.1) whose light-scattering properties cannot be described
by means of Mie theory. Version 3 of the AERONET retrieval added δλ and Sλ at 440,
675, 870, and 1020 nm to the list of standard level 2.0 inversion products. The parameter
sphericity, which was provided in the AERONET version 2 level 2.0 inversion product, has
been discontinued in version 3.

For the retrieval of lidar-specific parameters, the particle size distribution and the refrac-
tive index m = mr + imi as inferred from the AERONET inversion are used to compute
the elements F11,λ(r,m) and F22,λ(r,m) of the Müller scattering matrix (Bohren and Huff-
man 1983). The element F11,λ(r,m) is proportional to the flux of scattered light in case of
unpolarized incident light while F22,λ(r,m) strongly depends on the angular and spectral dis-
tribution of the radiative intensity. The lidar ratio is computed from the element F11,λ(r, n) at
the scattering angle of 180◦ and the concurrently inferred SSA as

Sλ =
4π

ωλF11,λ(r,m, 180◦)
. (2.18)

The calculation of the particle linear depolarization ratio requires knowledge of the elements
F11,λ(r, n) and F22,λ(r, n) at the scattering angle of 180◦:

δλ =
1− F22,λ(r,m, 180◦)/F11,λ(r,m, 180◦)

1 + F22λ(r,m, 180◦)/F11,λ(r,m, 180◦)
. (2.19)
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2.3.3 Separation of AOD components in mixed dust plumes

The presence of aerosol mixtures has an even stronger impact on the interpretation of pas-
sive remote-sensing data compared to those from active remote-sensing measurements.
From the point of view of a column-integrated parameter such as AOD, an aerosol mixture
actually refers to two distinct scenarios that can overlap considerably: (i) several aerosol
types are present in the same height layer (i.e. a mixed layer as identified in a lidar mea-
surement) or (ii) different types of aerosols are present in distinct, vertically separated layers.

Despite this ambiguity, δ inferred from the AERONET inversion can be used in order to re-
trieve the AOD and AAOD for dust and non-dust aerosols in mixed dust plumes. This is done
by adapting the method of Tesche et al. (2009b) (Section 2.2.4) for application to column-
integrated AERONET measurements. Re-arrangement of Eq. (2.14) gives the contribution
of dust (Rd) to the particle backscatter coefficient as

Rd =
(δ − δnd)(1 + δd)

(δd − δnd)(1 + δ)
. (2.20)

Rd is close to zero for spherical particles such as anthropogenic or smoke particles and
increases with increasing dust contribution. The contribution of non-dust is calculated as
Rnd = 1−Rd.

The ratios Rd and Rnd refer to lidar measurements in the backscatter direction. Applica-
tion to sun-photometer measurements of column-integrated extinction coefficient therefore
requires the use of the total and aerosol-type specific lidar ratios to obtain dust AOD as

τd = τRd
Sd

S
. (2.21)

The dust contribution to total AOD can now be described by the extinction-related dust ratio

χd,λ =
τd,λ

τλ
= Rd

Sd

S
(2.22)

while the non-dust contribution is defined as χnd,λ = 1 − χd,λ. Extending the approach to
SSA gives the mixing rule

ωλ = χd,λωd,λ + χnd,λωnd,λ . (2.23)

Re-arranging Eq. (2.23) gives the SSA related to non-dust particles, which in turn can be
used to derive the non-dust fraction to AAOD as AAODnd,λ = (1− ωnd,λ)τnd,λ.

It can be assumed that the light-absorbing features of the non-dust part of the aerosol
plume are caused primarily by black carbon (BC). However, it has been shown that BC is
not an ideal light absorber, i.e. ωBC,λ 6= 0, (Bond and Bergstrom 2006, Bond et al. 2013).
Thus, ωBC,λ needs to be accounted for to obtain the BC-related AAOD as

AAODBC,λ = τnd,λ(1− ωnd,λ)(1− ωBC,λ) = AAODnd,λ(1− ωBC,λ) . (2.24)

Finally, the AAOD of dusty mixtures can be described as

AAOD = (1− (χd,λωd,λ + χnd,λωnd,λ))τ . (2.25)

In case of χd = 1, all absorption is caused by mineral dust. As the contribution of dust to
the mixture decreases, the overall AAOD increases as a result of the stronger absorption of
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Figure 2.2: Flowchart of the aerosol classification based on Rd and ω1020. The figure is taken from
Shin et al. (2019b).

the non-dust particles. The ratio between AAODnd and total AAOD changes linearly with
χd in case of equal values of ωnd and ωd. The relation becomes increasingly non-linear
with increasing difference in the absorbing properties of the dust and non-dust particles.
This means that total AAOD as provided by AERONET for dusty mixtures is likely to repre-
sent the non-dust component at larger wavelengths, where dust is less absorbing, while its
interpretation is less ambiguous at shorter wavelengths.

2.3.4 Aerosol typing using lidar parameters

Passive remote-sensing measurements are typically used to classify atmospheric aerosols
into four major types according to their size and light-absorbing property. For instance,
Lee et al. (2010) used FMF and SSA from the AERONET version 2 level 2.0 inversion
products to classify aerosols into absorbing aerosols, mineral dust, non-absorbing particles,
and mixed particles. Mineral dust predominately consists of coarse-mode particles, whereas
combustion-produced particles are predominantly found in the fine mode. FMF or fine-mode
AOD, when used as proxy for identifying non-dust aerosols (Schuster et al. 2006, Lee et al.
2010, Giles et al. 2012), can lead to a systematic overestimation of the contribution of non-
dust particles to the total aerosol plume (Shin et al. 2019a) as non-spherical dust particles
might also be present in the fine mode (Mamouri and Ansmann 2014, 2017). Sensitivity to
particle shape as included in the ratio Rd is hence more important than sensitivity to particle
size for quantifying the contribution of mineral dust to mixed dust plumes. After inferring
the dust contribution, SSA can be used for a subsequent separation of different types of
pollution depending on the respective light-absorbing properties.

Figure 2.2 provides a flowchart of the corresponding aerosol classification method. The
contribution of dust in the aerosol mixture is determined based on thresholds of Rd. Pollution
particles are defined as showing Rd < 0.17 (equivalent to δ1020 < 0.06) and mineral dust
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as showing Rd > 0.89 (equivalent to δ1020 > 0.28). Values of Rd between 0.17 and 0.89
are considered to represent mixtures of mineral dust and pollution aerosols. A threshold
of Rd = 0.53 (equivalent to δ1020 = 0.16) is used to further separate between pollution-
dominated mixed aerosol (PDM, Rd = 0.17−0.53) and dust-dominated mixed aerosol (DDM,
Rd = 0.53 − 0.89). The light-absorbing properties and size of PDM is likely to be closer to
the characteristics of pollution particles than to DDM. In the same way, the light absorbing
properties and size for DDM are more likely to resemble the characteristics of pure dust.

SSA at 440 nm is usually used to identify dust particles (Kim et al. 2007, Lee et al. 2010).
This classification uses SSA at 1020 nm as mineral dust and non-dust particles have already
been identified based on Rd. This allows for exploiting the stronger contrast in the SSA of
BC and mineral dust at 1020 nm compared to 440 nm. Different absorbing particle types
and their mixtures can then be identified based on threshold values adapted from Lee et al.
(2010): weakly absorbing (WA, ω1020 = 0.90 − 0.95), moderately absorbing (MA, ω1020 =
0.85 − 0.9), and strongly absorbing (SA, ω1020 < 0.85). For reference, biomass-burning
aerosol generally contains a larger fraction of BC (and often brown carbon as well) compared
to anthropogenic aerosol, and thus, is likely to fall into the more absorbing categories.
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3 Main findings of the included papers

The papers included in this habilitation thesis have been arranged into four themes that
describe (i) the evolution of the use of lidar data from focussing on aerosol optical properties
to providing parameters of use for the wider scientific community (Theme 1, Papers I-V),
(ii) the validation of spaceborne lidar data and their use in innovative research (Theme 2,
Papers VI-IX), (iii) the progress in the inversion of multiwavelength aerosol lidar data for
the retrieval of microphysical properties (Theme 3, Papers X-XI), and (iv) the use of lidar-
specific parameters in the analysis of sun-photometer measurements (Theme 4, Papers
XII-XIV). This chapter gives an overview of the four themes and summarizes key findings.

3.1 From optical properties to number and mass concentrations

It is only since about the middle of the first decade of this century that the lidar technique has
left the niche of a rather small, instrument-focussed group and started to make its full capabil-
ity available to the wider scientific community. This can be connected to the combined effect
of three developments. Most importantly, advances in laser technology and optical elements
allowed for a strong decrease in the cost of lidar instruments up to the point of customizable
commercially available systems (e.g. Engelmann et al. (2016) or www.raymetrics.com). At
the same time, a strong effort was made towards the homogenization and quality-assurance
of the products being available from those instruments (Pappalardo et al. 2014, D’Amico
et al. 2015, Wandinger et al. 2016). Finally, the first long-term aerosol lidar in space (Winker
et al. 2010) now provides a global data set that demonstrates the potential of lidar measure-
ments and opens new pathways for their exploitation.

Within this environment, the eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull volcano on Iceland on 14 April
2010 introduced a new challenge to lidar operators. Suddenly, ground-based lidar obser-
vations were an exclusive source of information about the atmospheric concentration of
volcanic ash and the dispersion of the ash plume. However, stakeholder such as the Vol-
canic Ash Advisory Centre (VAAC) in London were not familiar with using the optical pa-
rameters inferred from the lidar measurements to assess the potential threat of atmospheric
volcanic ash concentrations to aviation safety. This background motivated a further devel-
opment of lidar-based aerosol-type separation methodologies (Tesche et al. 2009b, 2011b,
Tesche 2011) towards the retrieval of mass-concentration profiles of volcanic ash (Paper I:
Ansmann et al. (2010) and Paper II: Ansmann et al. (2011a)) from lidar measurements of
optical aerosol properties. The same methodology has also been applied in the aftermath
of the eruption of Grímsvötn in May 2011 (Paper III: Tesche et al. (2012)). After the general-
ization for the retrieval of mass concentrations of fine- and coarse-mode particles (Paper IV:
Ansmann et al. (2012); Mamouri and Ansmann (2014, 2017)), the methodology has been
refined even further to infer profiles of the concentration of cloud-condensation nuclei (CCN)
and ice nucleating particles (INP) from ground-based lidar measurements (Mamouri and
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refer to cloud-screened averages from 1415 to 1530 UTC on 16 April 2010 at Leipzig and from 0140
to 0230 UTC on 17 April at Munich. The Figure has been adapted from Ansmann et al. (2010).

Ansmann 2015, 2016). A comparison to independent in-situ measurements during a field
experiment on Cyprus demonstrated the potential of this newly developed capability of active
remote sensing with lidar from both ground and space (Paper V: Marinou et al. (2019)).

3.1.1 Dust and ash mass concentration profiling

Estimates of the atmospheric concentration of minerals dust during the European airspace
closure in the aftermath of the Eyjafjallajökull eruption on 14 April 2010 were of crucial
importance for assessing the risk to aviation. At that time, critical exposure levels for the
safe operation of aircraft jet engines had been up to debate and underwent revisions almost
on a daily basis upon increased pressure from the aviation industry. An example for the
observation of the Eyjafjallajökull volcanic ash plume measured at Leipzig on 16 April 2010
and at Munich on 17 April 2010 is shown in Figure 3.1. Values of δ532 > 0.30 in the layer of
increased backscatter and extinction coefficient between 3.0 and 4.0 km height indicate the
presence of non-spherical particles. Backward trajectories show a direct transport pathway
from Iceland to Leipzig and Munich. In addition, dispersion modelling shows that the ash
plume experienced only marginal amounts of dilution during the two-day transport period
to Germany (Vogel et al. 2014). The ash mass concentrations of as much as 1.0 mg/m3

presented in Figure 3.1d and Ansmann et al. (2010) were among the first objective estimates
of the atmospheric concentration of volcanic ash from the Eyjafjallajökull eruption.

3.1.2 CCN and INP concentration profiling

Over the last decade, great efforts were made to observe mineral dust with both advanced
lidar and airborne in-situ instruments. The thus obtained data provide an ideal foundation for
testing the lidar-based INP retrieval for mineral dust (Mamouri and Ansmann 2016, Ansmann
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Figure 3.2: INP concentrations (nINP) during pure-dust conditions as estimated from spaceborne
CALIPSO lidar measurements on 21 April 2016 (colored symbols for different parametrizations)
and UAV-FRIDGE measurements (black triangles) for (a) deposition freezing as a function of sat-
uration over ice and (b) condensation and immersion freezing as a function of temperature. The
dust-related nINP following the immersion parametrization of Ullrich et al. (2017) are based on
Sd,dry. DeMott et al. (2015a) uses n250,d,dry as input. The continental-related nINP following De-
Mott et al. (2010) are based on n250,c,dry. The values of DeMott et al. (2015a)+DeMott et al. (2010)
refer to the total concentration for summing up DeMott et al. (2015a) for mineral dust and DeMott
et al. (2010) for continental pollution. The Figure has been adapted from Marinou et al. (2019).

et al. 2019a, ?, Haarig et al. 2019). Marinou et al. (2019) present a particularly comprehen-
sive case study during an experimental campaign at Cyprus in April 2016 in which in-situ
measurements with an optical particle counter (OPC) aboard an unmanned aerial vehicle
(UAV, Mamali et al. 2018) and results of the analysis of collected particles with the FRank-
furt Ice nucleation Deposition freezinG Experiment (FRIDGE, Schrod et al. 2016, 2017)
INP counter are used to evaluate the accuracy of both the n250,d,dry and nINP inferred from
ground-based and spaceborne lidar measurements.

In the first step of assessing the lidar-based INP retrieval, Marinou et al. (2019) investigate
if the lidar-derived concentrations of dry particles with radii larger than 250 nm agree with
values obtained from coincident UAV-OPC in-situ measurements at the same height levels.
For the majority of cases, it is found that in-situ observations and remote-sensing estimates
of n250,d,dry are in agreement within their uncertainty ranges (not shown).

In the second step, samples collected with the UAV on 5, 15, and 21 April 2016 and
analysed for INP concentrations in the FRIDGE chamber have been used to assess the
lidar-based nINP. Figure 3.2 shows the nINP on 21 April as calculated from spaceborne
CALIPSO lidar observations and measured from the UAV-FRIDGE samples, for deposition
nucleation and for condensation and immersion freezing. Single-particle analysis with scan-
ning electron microscope of the in-situ sample collected on 21 April has shown that 99% of
the particles were mineral dust (Schrod et al. 2017). This sample was hence used to eval-
uate the performance of the nINP lidar estimates in a pure-dust case, where (i) the errors
originating from separating the extinction profile in dust and non-dust aerosol components
are small (about 30%) and (ii) the uncertainties induced from the parametrizations of De-
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of INP concentrations derived from the CALIPSO and PollyXT lidar ob-
servations and UAV-FRIDGE measurements for (a) deposition freezing and (b) condensation and
immersion freezing for cases in the presence of mineral dust and continental aerosol. Colours and
symbols refer to the used parametrization. The line in (a) marks the 1 : 1 line. The colour coding is
the same as in Figure 3.2. The Figure has been adapted from Marinou et al. (2019).

Mott et al. (2010) and Ullrich et al. (2017) are minimal. The in-situ samples were analysed
at –20◦C, –25◦C, and –30◦C. For the investigation of deposition nucleation, samples have
been analysed at RHw of 95%, 97%, and 99% leading to three values of Sice for each tem-
perature (1.16, 1.18, and 1.23 for –20◦C; 1.21, 1.24, and 1.26 for –25◦C; and 1.27, 1.30,
and 1.33 for –30◦C). For immersion freezing (Figure 3.2b), samples were analysed at RHw

of 101% giving Sice of 1.23, 1.29, and 1.35 at –20◦C, –25◦C, and –30◦C, respectively. Con-
densation freezing is associated with RHw = 101% and Sice = 1.23 at T = –20◦C.

Figure 3.3 presents scatter plots of lidar-estimated nINP against the in-situ measurements
for deposition nucleation as well as condensation and immersion freezing. In contrast to
Figure 3.2, this data set also includes cases with mixtures of dust and continental aerosols.
In dust and continental cases, 97% of all lidar-derived nINP are within the error bars of the in-
situ measurements and within a factor of 10 around the 1:1 line when using the deposition
freezing parametrization of Ullrich et al. (2017). The nINP sampled with the UAV ranged
between 0.02 and 20 L−1. Applying the parametrization of Steinke et al. (2015) to the lidar
measurements would lead to nINP values that are 3 to 5 orders of magnitude larger than the
in-situ measurements in both dust and dust-continental scenarios.

Figures 3.2b and 3.3b show that the lidar-derived nINP using DeMott et al. (2015a) for
dust and DeMott et al. (2010) for continental particles agree with the in-situ observations
within the respective uncertainties for the samples analysed at –20◦C and –25◦C. The best
nINP agreement is found for the pure-dust sample analysed under condensation-freezing
conditions of –20◦C: in-situ measurements of 3.6±0.1 L−1 compared to lidar-derived esti-
mates of 3.8 L−1 (2.4 L−1 related to dust, 1.4 L−1 related to non-dust aerosol). Considering
all the dust and continental cases for samples analysed under condensation-freezing condi-
tions in Figure 3.3b, the estimated nINP from combining DeMott et al. (2015a) for dust and
DeMott et al. (2010) for continental pollution are no more than 2.5 times higher than the
in-situ measurements. Larger differences are found at temperatures for which immersion
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Figure 3.4: INP concentration profiles estimated from the measurements with (a) the ground-based
PollyXT lidar between 0100 and 0200 UTC on 21 April 2016 and (b) the spaceborne CALIOP at
1101 UTC on 21 April 2016. Temperature levels have been taken from re-analysis data. Colours
refer to different INP parametrizations. Solid lines mark the temperature range for which the corre-
sponding parametrization has been developed. Dashed lines refer to the extrapolated temperature
range. The Figure has been adapted from Marinou et al. (2019).

freezing dominates over condensation freezing as the main INP pathway. In those situa-
tions, 1.5–7.0 times larger values are found at –25◦C and 4.0–13.0 times larger values are
found at –30◦C. Overall, in 85% of the analysed cases, the lidar estimates were found to be
less than one order of magnitude higher than the UAV measurements of nINP.

The case study of 21 April 2016 in Marinou et al. (2019) not only allows for assessing the
feasibility of providing profiles of cloud-relevant aerosol parameters from lidar observations
based on independent in-situ measurements. During that case, almost the same aerosol sit-
uation has been observed with both ground-based (0100–0200 UTC) and spaceborne lidar
(1101 UTC). Figure 3.4 shows profiles of nINP derived from the different parametrizations at
altitudes between 3 and 8 km. The dust aerosols in the scene contribute to a gradual in-
crease in nINP inside the main dust layer from 0.05 L−1 (4.5 km/–10◦C) to 0.4 L−1 (5.3 km/–
14◦C) following the parametrization of DeMott et al. (2015a). Then a decrease of 1 order
of magnitude is observed up to 6 km (0.06 L−1; –20◦C) at the top of the dust layer. Above
this altitude, local nINP maxima of 2 L−1 (–22◦C), 4 L−1 (–25◦C), and 200 L−1 (–33◦C) are
found at 6.5, 7.0, and 7.9 km, respectively. Use of the immersion freezing parametrization
of Ullrich et al. (2017) gives estimates of 60 L−1 at –22◦C, 200 L−1 at –25◦C, and 1000 L−1

at –33◦C. Overall, 91% of the total nINP at altitudes between 6.3 and 8.0 km (T < –21◦C) is
attributed to dust aerosol. At altitudes between 4.0 and 5.5 km (–6◦C to –20◦C), only 34%
of the total nINP is attributed to dust aerosols (0.06 L−1) while 66% are related to non-dust
aerosols (0.12 L−1).

Figure 3.4b shows the nINP derived from CALIPSO lidar observations close to local noon
on 21 April 2016. The air temperature increased by 2.7◦C to 0.0◦C at 3.6 km and –15◦C
at 5.4 km compared to the ground-based lidar measurements earlier that day. A relatively
constant contribution of non-dust particles at these heights with a gradual decrease above
4.6 km is contrasted by a gradual increase in the non-dust nINP with height from 2×10−4 L−1
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at 4 km (–2◦C) to 10−2 L−1 at 4.4 km (–5◦C) to 0.2 L−1 at 5.3 km (–12◦C) (DeMott et al. (2010)
estimates). The dust-related nINP per height are 8×10−3 L−1 at 4 km (–2◦C), 3×10−3 L−1 at
4.4 km (–5◦C), and 0.1 L−1 at 5.3 km (–12◦C) according to estimates based on DeMott et al.
(2010). Overall, 25% of the total nINP is attributed to dust aerosols and 75% to non-dust
aerosols at altitudes between 3.8 and 5.6 km.

3.2 Validation and innovative use of spaceborne lidar data

The CALIPSO lidar (Winker et al. 2009, 2010) is operating since June 2006 and has started
a new era for lidar remote sensing of the atmosphere. However, the quality-assurance of the
global, decade-long data set of spaceborne lidar observations requires a thorough validation
of the provided products on aerosols (Paper VI: Tesche et al. 2013) and clouds (Paper VII:
Achtert and Tesche 2014). In addition, the CALIPSO data set provides the foundation for
unprecedented studies that, for instance, enable to bring together height-resolved space-
borne aerosol observations with ground-based in-situ measurements (Paper VIII: Tesche
et al. 2014) or provide a view into clouds that could not be studied in the same way with data
from passive sensors (Paper IX: Tesche et al. 2016).

3.2.1 Validation of CALIPSO level 2 products

CALIOP is an elastic-backscatter lidar and does not allow for a direct measurement of the
particle extinction coefficient, which is the parameter of relevance for an assessment of
aerosol radiative effects. A priori knowledge of the aerosol type present is essential in the
data analysis (see Section 2.2.2). This is a particularly challenging task of an automated re-
trieval algorithm and a significant error source. CALIPSO validation studies have dealt with
the investigation of the vertical extent of aerosol layers (Liu et al. 2008b, Devasthale et al.
2011) or certain transport regimes and events (Liu et al. 2008a, Ben-Ami et al. 2009), the
assessment of feature identification (McGill et al. 2007), and the accuracy of level 1 prod-
ucts (Mamouri et al. 2009, Mona et al. 2009, Pappalardo et al. 2010, Rogers et al. 2011).
Kittaka et al. (2011) and Redemann et al. (2012) have used observations of the MODerate
resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) aboard the Aqua satellite for a global as-
sessment of CALIPSO-derived AOD. The initial validation studies of level 2 products (Burton
et al. 2010, Kacenelenbogen et al. 2011, Mielonen et al. 2009) were usually performed dur-
ing dedicated campaigns or at established lidar sites at mid-latitudes, for example, in the
framework of the European Aerosol Research Lidar Network (EARLINET; Pappalardo et al.
2010). These sites are mainly located in urban areas over which complex aerosol mixtures
prevail during most of the time. Before Wandinger et al. (2010) and Tesche et al. (2013), little
has been known about the performance of the CALIPSO data retrieval in an environment
that is dominated by mineral dust or mixtures of dust with other aerosol types.

Measurements with the Backscatter Extinction lidar-Ratio Temperature Humidity Appara-
tus (BERTHA) (Althausen et al. 2000, Tesche et al. 2009a) multiwavelength lidar during the
second Saharan Mineral Dust Experiment (SAMUM-2) (Ansmann et al. 2011a, Tesche et al.
2011a) at Cape Verde provided the unique opportunity to validate CALIPSO level 2 prod-
ucts for mineral dust with ground-based lidar measurements. Tesche et al. (2013) compare
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Figure 3.5: Height profiles of the backscatter coefficients at (a) 532 (red and blue) and 1064 nm
(magenta and cyan), the (b) extinction coefficient and (c) lidar ratio at 532 nm, the (d) backscatter-
related Ångström exponent for the wavelength pair 532/1064 nm, the (e) particle depolarization ra-
tio at 532 nm, and (f) relative contributions of dust (blue) and smoke (red) to the 532-nm backscatter
coefficient (ground-based: thin) and CALIPSO: bold) as measured with ground-based lidar (red)
between 2332 and 0442 UTC on 10/11 February 2008 and CALIPSO (blue) during an overpass at
0328 UTC on 11 February 2008 about 46 km to the west of the lidar site at Praia, Cape Verde. Thin
and thick lines denote unsmoothed and smoothed (660 m) profiles, respectively. Particle depo-
larization ratio profiles measured with BERTHA are compared to the ones given in the CALIPSO
level 2 files (cyan in e) and calculated from the total and perpendicularly-polarized backscatter
coefficients (dark blue in Figure 3e). The Figure has been adapted from Tesche et al. (2013).

BERTHA measurements at Cape Verde with CALIPSO overpasses at distances of less than
500 km from the ground site. Figure 3.5 shows reasonable agreement between the profiles
of both the backscatter and extinction coefficients measured from ground and space. How-
ever, there is a clear mismatch of the lidar ratio and the particle linear depolarization ratio.
Figure 3.5e shows two CALIPSO-derived δ-profiles: one from the level 2 files and one cal-
culated from the perpendicular and total backscatter coefficients. This comparison revealed
a coding error in the CALIPSO data analysis that could be quickly resolved. The difference
in the lidar ratio is the result of multiple-scattering effects (Wandinger et al. 2010). The value
of 40 sr used in the CALIPSO retrieval during version 2 and 3 actually represents an effi-
cient lidar ratio that accounts for multiple scattering, and consequently, leads to reasonable
backscatter coefficients. However, even the revised value of S532=44±9 sr for mineral dust
in the current version 4 of the CALIPSO retrieval (Kim et al. 2018) does not account for the
regional differences of this parameter that have been verified over the last decade (Schuster
et al. 2012, Mamouri et al. 2013, Nisantzi et al. 2015, Shin et al. 2018).

3.2.2 Validation of CALIPSO PSC classification

Another frontier for the validation of spaceborne lidar measurements are observations of
polar stratospheric clouds (PSCs). From the ground, PSCs have been observed only at
a handful of Arctic and Antarctic sites. In addition, these observations – as all ground-
based lidar measurements – have been performed at the mercy of tropospheric clouds.
CALIPSO observations therefore provide the first pole-wide view of both Arctic and Antarctic
PSCs. However, the analysis of CALIPSO PSC measurements required the development of
a customised classification scheme. Schemes for classifying different types of PSCs from
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lidar measurement typically apply the backscatter ratio (ratio of total to molecular backscatter
coefficient, RT) as a measure of the strength of the return signal and δ to quantify the state
of polarization of the backscattered light (David et al. 1998, Santecesaria et al. 2001, Adriani
et al. 2004, Blum et al. 2005, Massoli et al. 2006, Pitts et al. 2009, 2013).

The purpose of PSC classification is to relate the optical properties of the measured cloud
particles to their size, shape, and chemical composition. The first lidar-based classification
of Antarctic PSCs (Poole and McCormick 1988) separated between two types of PSC: Type
I with RT < 5 and δ < 0.05 and Type II with RT > 5 and δ > 0.20. These findings were
in accordance with the theoretical understanding of PSC formation at that time (Toon et al.
1986, Crutzen and Arnold 1986). In the following two decades, lidar-based PSC classifica-
tion evolved into very elaborate schemes that rank up to six different types and sub-types of
PSCs. Type I was split into two subclasses. Type Ia (small RT, large δ) consists of nitric acid
trihydrate crystals (NAT) while Type Ib (large RT, small δ) is made up of supercooled liquid
ternary solutions (STS) that consist of H2SO4, HNO3, and H2O, and occur at temperatures
below 195 K (Peter 1997). Type II PSCs were found to be formed below the ice-frost point
and to consists of water ice crystals (Poole and McCormick 1988). In addition to the three
traditional PSC types several sub-types of PSC with low to moderate RT and moderate to
high δ have been described in the literature. Type Ia enhanced (Tsias et al. 1999), Type Ic
(Tabazadeh and Toon 1996, Toon et al. 2000), Type Id (Stein et al. 1999), NAT rocks (Fahey
et al. (2001), Brooks et al. (2003)), or intermediate PSCs with lidar signals ranging between
those typical for Types Ia and Ib (David et al. 2005) are expected to consist of the same
constituents as the main types but show different scattering characteristics.

The latest generation of the CALIPSO PSC classification scheme employs light-scattering
calculations with spherical and non-spherical particles to relate sets of optical parameters
to microphysical properties (Pitts et al. 2009, 2013, 2018). A validation of different PSC
classification schemes based on a 16-year time series of lidar measurements at Esrange
(68◦N, 21◦E), Sweden, has been presented by Achtert and Tesche (2014). This effort was
needed to assess the comparability of different, strongly instrument-dependent PSC clima-
tologies and to harmonise findings from ground-based observations with the CALIPSO PSC
data set. Achtert and Tesche (2014) found that PSC classification differs substantially de-
pending on the applied scheme. These discrepancies result from varying threshold values
of lidar-derived parameters used to define certain PSC types in the different methods.

Figure 3.6 shows the frequency of PSC types extracted from the 16-year Esrange lidar
time series according to seven different classification schemes. The oldest schemes have
the biggest problems regarding the number of unclassified cases. A minority of 0.1% to
2.2% of all observations cannot be classified according to the second-generation schemes
based on ground-based observations. The CALIPSO scheme leaves no data bin unclas-
sified. Figure 3.6 presents a strong variation in the lidar-based classification of PSC types
derived from measurements of ground-based and spaceborne instruments. Publications
by the CALIPSO PSC team (P11 and references therein) state that their scheme was de-
signed for spaceborne CALIPSO observations. Consequently, it needs to consider lower
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and threshold values that are adapted to different horizontal av-
eraging lengths. However, there is no reason why the optical properties of different PSC
types should vary when observed from ground and space. Figure 3.6 actually shows that
the performance of P11 applied to ground-based lidar measurements is comparable to that
of B05 – especially when it comes to the detection of ice PSCs. It is likely that using only
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Figure 3.6: Frequency of PSC types extracted from the 16-year Esrange lidar time series according
to the seven classification schemes of Poole and McCormick (1988) (P88), Browell et al. (1990)
(B90), Biele et al. (2001) (B01), Santecesaria et al. (2001) (S01), Blum et al. (2005) (B05), Massoli
et al. (2006) (M06), and Pitts et al. (2011) (P11). The colours refer to different PSC constituents.
The exploded parts of the pie charts refer to unclassified (grey), ice (yellow, Type II), and STS
and/or NAT (remaining colours, Type Ia, Type Ib, and mixtures) to allow for a comparison of early
schemes with later and more detailed ones. Note that STS/NAT (light blue) is only featured in P88;
NAT subtype (dark green) is only classified by B01, S01, and M06, while the detailed separation of
different MIX classes (orange, purple, and pink) is only incorporated in P11. The Figure has been
adapted from Achtert and Tesche (2014).

intensive parameters as in the case of aerosol measurements rather than a combination of
intensive and extensive scattering properties will enable more reliable PSC classification.

3.2.3 Matching ground-based and spaceborne observations

The large amount of data collected from spaceborne lidar observations, particularly at the
poles, together with the possibility to obtain height-resolved information from these mea-
surements enables new studies on combining aerosol observations from ground and space.
Tesche et al. (2014) reconcile continuously recorded aerosol extinction coefficients derived
from dry in-situ measurements with a differential mobility particle sizer (DMPS), a particle
soot absorption photometer (PSAP), and an integrating nephelometer (TSI model 3563) at
Zeppelin station (78.92 ◦N, 11.85 ◦; 475 m above sea level), Ny-Ålesund, Svalbard, that are
recalculated to ambient relative humidity, as well as simultaneous ambient observations with
the CALIPSO lidar. This represents the first study that compares spaceborne lidar measure-
ments to optical aerosol properties from short-term in-situ observations on a case-by-case
basis. Finding suitable comparison cases requires an elaborate screening and matching of
the CALIOP data with respect to the location of Zeppelin station as well as the selection of
temporal and spatial averaging intervals for both the ground-based and spaceborne obser-
vations. Reliable reconciliation of these data cannot be achieved with the closest-approach
method often used in CALIPSO validation studies. Hence, backward trajectories were used
to establish a connection between spaceborne and ground-based observations in the region
of interest around Svalbard (0 to 25 ◦E, 75 to 82 ◦N) in the considered year of 2008.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of the ambient 550-nm extinction coefficient from humidification of neph-
elometer and PSAP measurements versus the ambient 532-nm extinction coefficient extracted
from CALIPSO overpasses for 57 suitable cases. The color coding describes the distance of the
CALIPSO observation from the ground site. Error bars refer to the results of using the lower and
upper estimate in the value for humidification and the standard deviation from averaging over nine
60-m CALIPSO height bins between 250 and 730 m, respectively. Ratios of 1:1, 1:2, and 1:5 are
marked by solid and dashed lines and the shaded area. The figure is from Tesche et al. (2014).

Figure 3.7 shows 57 suitable cases (of a total of 2018 CALIPSO overpasses) for com-
paring extinction coefficients spaceborne and ground-based measurements. Even though
CALIOP extinction coefficients are generally larger than the ones derived from the in-situ
measurements, most comparisons can be reconciled to a factor of 1 to 5, with the majority
not exceeding a factor of 2. The colour coding in Figure 3.7 gives no indication that a closer
distance between satellite ground track and ground site (or a smaller time lag, not shown)
would lead to a better outcome of the matching procedure. Successful reconciliation actually
occurs for many cases associated with overpasses at larger distances from the ground site.
Tesche et al. (2014) have also investigated effects of relative humidity at Zeppelin station
and at the crossing point of the satellite ground track and trajectories, the occurrence of
clouds and rain along the trajectory, and the wind direction at the ground site but find that
only the latter parameter could be linked to the outliers in Figure 3.7. The largest difference
in the ambient extinction coefficients from CALIOP and in-situ measurements occurs during
westerly flow. Aerosol conditions for air masses approaching Zeppelin station from the north
and via ice-covered ocean could be more stable compared to over open water to the west.

3.2.4 Aviation effects on already existing cirrus clouds

Air traffic is known to have an immediate and noticeable effect on clouds in the upper tropo-
sphere. New clouds that form due to aircraft effluent are called contrails (Appleman 1953,
Stubenrauch and Schumann 2005), and may develop into more persistent and widespread
contrail cirrus. While optically thick cirrus clouds have a net cooling effect on surface tem-
perature, optically thin cirrus clouds, like greenhouse gases, can have a warming effect.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Categories for data analysis. Category I: inside the flight track, ahead of the aircraft.
Category II: outside the flight track, ahead of the aircraft. Category III: inside the flight track, behind
the aircraft. Category IV: outside the flight track, behind the aircraft. (b) nCOD per category for
a maximum cirrus geometrical depth of 2.5 km. The magenta box-and-whisker plots show the
quantiles for the data in each category from a one-way analysis of variance using the JMP software
package. Cyan diamonds indicate 95% confidence intervals for the mean values. If the upper and
lower horizontal lines overlap, there is no statistically significant difference in means. Numbers in
the lower part of the figure give the mean value and number of observations in each category. The
horizontal line is the overall mean value. The Figure has been adapted from Tesche et al. (2016).

Boucher (1999) was the first to realize that aviation might have a strong influence on the
occurrence rate of cirrus clouds. Aircraft emissions and contrails at cirrus altitudes have the
potential to either cause optically thin cirrus clouds to form or increase the optical thickness
of existing clouds (or induce new optically thick clouds). Studies of contrail optical properties
are either based on passive remote sensing in which contrails are identified as linear fea-
tures in scenes of brightness temperature differences (Minnis et al. 1999, 2005, Duda et al.
2013) or modelling studies in which contrails are formed when favourable meteorological
conditions are reached (Schumann 2012). The life cycle of contrails and aviation-induced
cirrus, their radiative forcing and feedback on natural clouds have been studied by treating
them as an independent cloud class in a climate model (Burkhardt and Kärcher 2011). In
general, aviation-induced clouds are optically thin and their climatic effects are estimated to
be minor (Minnis et al. 1999, Sassen 1997, Schumann 2005) even when considering their
entire life cycle (Burkhardt and Kärcher 2011). However, the effect of contrails embedded in
natural cirrus (Gierens 2012) is a mechanism that currently has neither been studied nor as-
sessed for its radiative effect (Lee et al. 2009). So far, only Iwabuchi et al. (2012) have made
use of height-resolved observations from spaceborne lidar measurements to investigate the
physical and optical properties of contrails.

Tesche et al. (2016) quantify the effect of aircraft on the optical thickness of already-
existing cirrus clouds by matching actual aircraft flight tracks to satellite lidar measurements.
Flight track data for commercial airline connections between Seattle (KSEA), San Francisco
(KSFO), Los Angeles (KLAX), and Honolulu (PHNL) in the years 2010 and 2011 have been
used to test the hypothesis that contrails formed within natural cirrus clouds have no measur-
able immediate effect on cirrus optical depth (COD) inside and outside flight tracks in the up-
per troposphere. CALIPSO lidar observations of COD, cloud base and top height, and cloud
geometrical depth have been classified into four categories as illustrated in Figure 3.8a.
Due to the skewness of the COD data, this parameter has been normalised (nCOD) to
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the maximum value observed for individual matches. If the hypothesis that aircraft have
no observable effect on cirrus cloud properties is true, then there should be no statistically
significant differences in nCOD between the four categories. If the hypothesis is false, and
aircraft emissions do have an impact on cloud properties, clouds in category III should have
a different nCOD compared to the other categories.

The results of this analysis for cases in which the maximum geometrical cirrus depth
of 2.5 km are shown in Figure 3.8b. The mean nCOD for category III (0.59) is significantly
higher than for the other three categories (III–II: P<0.0001; III–IV: P<0.0001; III–I: P=0.0027).
In terms of true COD, the category III mean value was 0.30, while the means of the other cat-
egories were as follows: I, 0.27; II, 0.26; IV, 0.26. Differences between the other categories
were not statistically significant. This pattern has also been found for different maximum
cloud layer depths. Overall, Tesche et al. (2016) show that there is a systematic, statisti-
cally significant increase in nCOD for mid-latitude cirrus close to flight tracks compared with
adjacent areas unperturbed by the passing aircraft. Given the broad coverage of air traffic
corridors in the northern hemisphere together with the continuous growth of the aviation in-
dustry, embedded contrails are potentially an important, yet unconsidered contributor to the
non-CO2 effects of aviation on climate (Lee et al. 2009).

3.3 Advances in the inversion of lidar data

The lack of an adequate theory for the description of light scattering by non-spherical parti-
cles is still a major challenge for both active and passive remote sensing of mineral dust and
volcanic ash aerosols. While a variety of model particles has been proposed for this purpose
(Kahnert et al. 2014, Nousiainen and Kandler 2015) there has not yet been a breakthrough
in finding a method that is universally applicable for a variety of non-spherical particles.
The closest solution to the problem is the light-scattering model developed for application
to sun photometer measurements in the framework of AERONET (Dubovik et al. 2006).
The Dubovik model considers rather simplified particle shapes, i.e. rotational symmetric
spheroids with (i) a defined axis-ratio distribution and (ii) a fixed mixture of oblates and pro-
lates. While this model is not capable of producing some of the light-scattering properties
simulated by using irregularly shaped particles (Gasteiger et al. 2011) or observed with lidar
(Müller et al. 2010b), it covers a large range of size parameters and can be implemented
straightforwardly into other applications.

The TiARA inversion (Section 2.2.7) has so far been applied almost exclusively to atmo-
spheric scenarios dominated by spherical particles. The first implementation of the spheroid
Dubovik model for the inversion of lidar measurements of mineral dust has been presented
by Veselovskii et al. (2010). The application requires values of δ532 as additional input. This
new setup has been evaluated using lidar, sun-photometer, and in-situ measurements of
pure dust and mixed dust-smoke plumes (Paper X: Müller et al. (2013)). Three variations
of inversion input have been considered in this study: (i) the conventional 3+2 data set with
spherical kernels (i.e. a spheroid fraction of 0%), (ii) the conventional 3+2 input with the
spheroid fraction set to 100%, and (iii) a 3+2+1 data set in which δ532 is used to infer the
spheroid fraction. Setup (ii) is similar to Veselovskii et al. (2010) who first identify pure dust
conditions, set the spheroid fraction to 100%, and run the inversion with spheroid kernels.
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Table 3.1: Combinations of δλ used as inversion input. The bottom part of the table provides the
slope, intercept, and squared correlation coefficients (R2) for the linear fits between dust ratio and
spheroid fraction presented in Figure 3.9. The table has been adapted from Tesche et al. (2019).

Data set I II III IV V VI VII VIII
355 nm - X - - X X - X
532 nm - - X - X - X X

1064 nm - - - X - X X X
linear fits in Figure 3.9

Slope 0.13 0.87 0.41 0.09 0.94 0.90 0.42 0.95
Intercept 18 8 58 80 9 11 62 13

R2 0.17 0.69 0.33 0.03 0.73 0.68 0.46 0.73

The variation in the optical input was found to lead to differences of the inferred micro-
physical properties (Müller et al. 2013). For cases of pure mineral dust, the results of using
different input data are consistent and confirm the validity of the spheroid particle model for
data inversion. The use of spheroid kernels was found to give higher real parts and lower
imaginary parts of the refractive index compared to the use of spherical kernels. Conse-
quently, the use of spheroid kernels leads to increased SSA compared to the conventional
inversion setup based on Mie scattering. In addition, real parts for pure dust inferred with
setup (ii), and partly with setup (iii), were found to be in much better agreement with inde-
pendent in-situ observations than those obtained from using setup (i).

Cases with a mixture of dust and biomass-burning smoke led to more limitations in the re-
trieval accuracy. In principle, using the 3+2+1 input enables the inversion of measurements
in the presence of non-spherical particles without first having to separate the contributions of
spherical and non-spherical particles as suggested by Tesche et al. (2009b, 2011b). How-
ever, a consistent investigation of using different depolarization information in the inversion
of lidar data (Paper XI: Tesche et al. 2019) has been missing for two reasons. On the one
hand, the inversion of lidar data using spheroid kernels and depolarization input had been
focussed on cases of pure dust (Veselovskii et al. 2010, DiGirolamo et al. 2012, Papayannis
et al. 2012, Müller et al. 2013). On the other hand, there are still few instruments with the ca-
pability for triple-wavelength depolarization measurements (e.g. Burton et al. 2015, Haarig
et al. 2017a, or Hu et al. 2019). Consequently, few δλ measurements in the presence of
mineral dust have been available for testing the effect of using different depolarization input
in the inversion of lidar data.

To address both issues, Tesche et al. (2019) have used measurements with the NASA
Langley Research Center’s High Spectral Resolution Lidar 2 (HSRL-2, Hair et al. 2008, Bur-
ton et al. 2012, Müller et al. 2014, Burton et al. 2018) conducted in the framework of the
DISCOVER-AQ project (Deriving Information on Surface Conditions from Column and VER-
tically Resolved Observations Relevant to Air Quality, https://discover-aq.larc.nasa.gov/) and
data taken with BERTHA (Haarig et al. 2017a, b, 2018) during the Saharan Aerosol Long-
range Transport and Aerosol-Cloud-Interaction Experiment (SALTRACE, Weinzierl et al.
2017). Both instruments are capable of providing 3+2+3 data sets that allow for a compre-
hensive characterization of different aerosol types. Measurements with increased δλ were
used for inversion runs with depolarization input ranging from zero to three wavelengths.
This gives eight inversion runs per measurement height bin as outlined in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.9: Connection between the retrieved spheroid fraction (from inversion) and the ratio of
non-spherical particles to the 532-nm backscatter coefficient (from lidar measurements of δ532) for
the input data sets listed in Table 3.1. The figure has been adapted from Tesche et al. (2019).

The choice of δλ in the input data set has a strong effect on the retrieved spheroid fraction,
and thus, on the contribution of spheroid kernels in the inversion calculation as shown in
Figure 3.9. The spheroid fraction is considered as the microphysical manifestation of the
optically-derived dust ratio defined in Eq. (2.20). Figure 3.9 shows that only input data sets
that include δ355 lead to any meaningful correlation between dust ratio and spheroid fraction.
The parameters of the linear regressions presented in Figure 3.9 are listed in the bottom half
of Table 3.1. The steepest slope and largest values of the squared correlation coefficients
are found for Sets II, V, VI, and VIII, i.e. the sets that use values for δλ at 355. Figure 3.9b
confirms that (i) spheroid fractions above 40% are impossible to obtain from traditional 3+2
data sets, (ii) the data sets without δ355 give spheroid fractions that are poorly correlated to
the obtained dust ratios, and (iii) data sets that include δ532 but not δ355 result in increased
spheroid fractions that increase with increasing dust ratio but rarely stay below 40%. While
it needs to be emphasized that the spheroid fraction as inferred from the inversion is an
artificial, non-physical parameter, it might be considered as the ratio of the concentration of
dust to total particles for this particular study. It therefore appears that in the case of using
the spheroid model of Dubovik et al. (2006) to describe light scattering by non-spherical
particles in the inversion of lidar, δ355 has a regulating effect on the inversion output and
that data sets that include δ355 appear to be more trustworthy with respect to the spheroid
fraction than those that do not include δ355.

The choice of depolarization input has little effect on the retrieval of extensive parameters
such as the volume concentration and the effective radius. The use of depolarization input
at any wavelength generally increases the retrieved values of ω532 and leads to lower values
of the imaginary part of the refractive index compared to traditional 3+2 input. Tesche et al.
(2019) conclude that any inversion input that includes δ355 seems to provide more reasonable
results than data sets without δ355 or any depolarization information at all. No significant
advantage was found for using 3δ over using δ at fewer wavelengths. Hence, the most
suitable input data set for lidar inversion using the Dubovik model appears to be 3+2+δ355.
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3.4 Use of lidar parameters to analyse sun photometer data

The availability of accurate measurements of aerosol-specific lidar parameters for the main
aerosol species together with advancements in passive remote-sensing with sun photome-
ters allows for adapting lidar-specific methodologies to the latter. Specifically, Sλ and δλ as
provided in the AERONET version 3 level 2.0 aerosol inversion product can be used for (i)
obtaining reference values of pure aerosol types in regions where a long-term deployment
of lidar instruments is not feasible (Paper XII: Shin et al. 2018 ), (ii) inferring AOD and AAOD
of the dust and non-dust components in dust-containing mixed aerosol plumes (Paper XIII:
Shin et al. 2019a), and (iii) a refined aerosol-type classification that is capable of accurately
separating between spherical and non-spherical particles as well as between absorbing and
non-absorbing particles (Paper XIV: Shin et al. 2019b).

3.4.1 AERONET-derived lidar-specific parameters for mineral dust

The groundwork for making use of lidar-specific parameters as obtained from AERONET
observations has been laid when lidar measurements during SAMUM (Ansmann et al.
2011b) were used to evaluate the performance of the AERONET inversion with the spheroid
model of Dubovik et al. (2006). Müller et al. (2010b, 2012, 2013) were the first to compare
AERONET-derived Sλ and δλ for Saharan dust to independent lidar measurements during
pure dust conditions (Freudenthaler et al. 2009, Tesche et al. 2009a). However, these stud-
ies were limited to the one-month SAMUM field experiments in Morocco. In addition, lidar-
specific parameters had to be retrieved outside of the AERONET processing chain as they
were not a standard AERONET inversion output before the release of version 3 in 2016.

Lidar measurements of δλ are generally performed at 355 or 532 nm and triple-
wavelength measurements are only presented by Freudenthaler et al. (2009), Burton et al.
(2015), Haarig et al. (2017a), and Hu et al. (2019). Lidar measurements show that δλ differs
with origin and age of the observed dust plume. Burton et al. (2015) find a maximum of
δ1064 of 0.38 and lower values of 0.37 and 0.24 at 532 and 355 nm, respectively, for local
North American dust. In contrast with this, transported Saharan dust shows a peak of 0.30
at 532 nm with smaller δλ of 0.27 and 0.25 at 1064 and 355 nm, respectively (Burton et al.
2015). Haarig et al. (2017a) report a similar spectral pattern in δλ for aged Saharan dust
with a clear maximum of 0.28 at 532 nm and lower values of 0.25 at 355 nm and 0.23 at
1064 nm. The values for fresh Saharan dust observed by Freudenthaler et al. (2009) are
almost identical to those of long-range-transported Saharan dust by Burton et al. (2015). All
four scenarios agree on a δ355 of about 0.25.

Shin et al. (2018) have used AERONET data for pure dust conditions (å<0.4 and η<0.1)
at sites in the Gobi, Saharan, Arabian, Great Basin, and Great Victoria deserts to obtain
spectral Sλ and δλ and compared the findings to the literature of lidar observations of mineral
dust at multiple wavelengths. Figure 3.10a shows that AERONET-derived δλ have a maxi-
mum of 0.26-0.31 at 1020 nm and decreasing values as wavelength decreases. AERONET-
derived δλ at 870 and 1020 nm are in line with the lidar reference while values of 0.19-0.24
at 440 nm are smaller than the independent lidar observations by a difference of 0.03 to
0.08. This general behaviour is consistent with earlier studies based on AERONET version
2 products (Müller et al. 2010b).
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Figure 3.10: Spectral variation of (a) δλ and (b) Sλ as derived from AERONET observations for
pure dust (open circles and lines) compared to published values from lidar observations (circles),
laboratory measurements (magenta diamonds), light-scattering modelling using irregularly shaped
particles (grey areas), and the AERONET-derived values of Müller et al. (2010b) (grey squares and
line). The figure has been adapted from Shin et al. (2018) and Tesche et al. (2019).

The AERONET-derived Sλ at 675, 870, and 1020 nm in Figure 3.10b are in reasonable
agreement with available lidar observations while those at 440 nm are up to 10 sr higher than
the lidar reference. The focus of lidar observations has so far been on dust from the Sahara
with mean values varying in a range of as much as 8 sr at both 355 and 532 nm. Direct
measurements of S1064 are not available to date though the technique to achieve this has
been developed recently (Haarig et al. 2016). Saharan dust clearly shows the highest values
at any considered wavelength while values at 440 nm are generally highest for any consid-
ered region. The lowest values are found for the Great Basin and Great Victoria deserts,
followed by the Arabian and Gobi deserts. The closure studies for Saharan dust of Müller
et al. (2010b, 2012) provide an extensive discussion of the limitations of AERONET-derived
lidar ratios – which are related mostly to the challenge of properly inferring the imaginary
part of the complex refractive index. Compared to these studies, it appears that AERONET
version 3 values of Sλ for Saharan dust moved much closer to the lidar observations at
532 nm as well as to model simulations that apply particle shapes of greater complexity than
the Dubovik model (Gasteiger et al. 2011). It seems that AERONET-derived values at 675,
870, and 1020 nm are rather reliable while S440 likely exceeds the actual values, though no
longer as much as in Müller et al. (2010b). While observations of Arabian and Asian dust
are becoming more common, there are no literature values for the Great Basin and Great
Victoria deserts. Consequently, the AERONET-derived lidar ratios presented by Shin et al.
(2018) might provide a reference for future lidar observations of mineral dust from these
regions.

3.4.2 Aerosol-type separation applied to AERONET data

Shin et al. (2019a) separate the contribution of dust and non-dust aerosol to total AOD
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Figure 3.11: 2d histograms of AAOD and AAODBC at the four AERONET standard wavelengths
for selected Asian (left) and Saharan (right) stations. Solid lines refer to the theoretical values of
AAODBC in the absence of mineral dust. Dashed lines mark the 1:1 line that would be valid only if
BC was a perfect absorber, i.e. ωBC = 0. The Figure has been adapted from Shin et al. (2019a).

in AERONET version 3 level 2.0 data at AERONET sites that are frequently affected by
aerosol plumes that contain a mixture of Saharan or Asian mineral dust and biomass-burning
smoke or anthropogenic pollution, respectively. Shin et al. (2019a) went on to derive the
AAOD related to the non-dust component in the dusty mixture as well as to the fraction of
BC. AAOD provides a measure of the light-absorbing properties of the columnar aerosol
loading. However, it can be an ambiguous parameter if several types of absorbing aerosols,
for instance BC and mineral dust, are present in a mixed aerosol plume. The connection
between AAOD and AAODBC as inferred from using Eq. 2.24 is presented in Figure 3.11 for
observations at the Asian and Saharan AERONET sites considered in Shin et al. (2019a).
Absolute values of AAOD are generally larger for Asian compared to Saharan sites. The
contribution of mineral dust to aerosol absorption at all wavelengths is generally larger at
Saharan compared to Asian sites. A majority of AAODBC values at Asian sites follow the
theoretical curve for dust-free situations (χdust = 0), and the connection between AAOD and
AAODBC is almost linear – particularly at longer wavelengths and larger AAODBC. For the
same AAOD, larger χdust leads to a smaller AAODBC, and the corresponding observations
are further away from the solid line in Figure 3.11. The abundance of pure dust conditions
at the Saharan sites therefore leads to the larger spread of AAODBC in Figure 3.11 which is
particularly pronounced at 440 nm.

The quality of the AAODBC retrieval can be evaluated through a comparison with the
Copernicus Atmospheric Monitoring System aerosol re-analysis (CAMS, Inness et al. 2013).
In Figure 3.12, these comparisons for three Asian AERONET sites are layered according to
situations in which total AOD from AERONET and CAMS agree within 30%, 10%, and 5%
of each other. These thresholds are introduced to assess that the considered cases ac-
tually represent situations in which the modelled aerosol is resembling the observations.
The slopes of the linear fits between AERONET-derived and modelled AAODBC are reason-
ably close to the 1:1 line. This holds particularly when requiring less than 5% difference in
measured and modelled AOD. No correlation was found for Saharan sites (not shown) that
are frequently affected by a considerable contribution of anthropogenic pollution (Shin et al.
2019a).
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Figure 3.12: Comparison of AERONET-derived AAODBC with CAMS model estimates for three
AERONET sites in East Asia for cases in which the total AOD from CAMS and AERONET agrees
within 30% (black circles, thin lines), 10% (red circles, medium lines), and 5% (red dots, bold lines).
Dashed lines mark the 1:1 line. Solid lines are linear fits of the data. Numbers in the plots refer
to the number of collocations and squared correlation coefficients for all cases (solid black, no R2

given) and those with an AOD agreement within 30% (open black), 10% (open red), and 5% (solid
red). The Figure has been adapted from Shin et al. (2019a).

Note that Shin et al. (2019a) present a very selective analysis of AERONET observa-
tions as a proof of concept of the proposed methodology. More conclusive findings require
a thorough investigation of observations at a much larger set of AERONET sites. Never-
theless, their methodology is a useful tool for a more detailed calibration and validation of
spaceborne remote-sensing observations and aerosol dispersion modelling with AERONET
measurements. It is particularly valuable at locations with a frequent occurrence of complex
mixtures of mineral dust and anthropogenic pollution.

3.4.3 AERONET aerosol-type classification using lidar parameters

The aerosol-type classification presented in Section 2.3.4 marks an improvement upon
methods that use FMF and SSA to discriminate between different aerosol types (Lee et al.
2010, Giles et al. 2012) as it allows for a better separation between spherical and non-
spherical particles as well as between particles with different light-absorbing characteristics.
It therefore has the potential to provide improved information on aerosol type in regions
where various types of aerosol are frequently present in the form of complex mixtures. Ap-
plication of the novel aerosol-typing method to the global AERONET data base can also
provide useful information for the validation of chemical transport modelling as well as space-
borne aerosol observations.

Shin et al. (2019b) evaluate their aerosol classification though a comparison to find-
ings at AERONET stations representative for (1) anthropogenic particles: Goddard Space
Flight Centre (GSFC, USA), Ispra (Italy), and Mexico City (Mexico), (2) biomass-burning
smoke: Alta Floresta (Brazil), Mongu (Zambia), and Abracos Hill (Brazil), and (3) Saharan
dust: Capo Verde (Cape Verde), Banizoumbou (Niger), and Dakar (Senegal). Figure 3.13
presents the mean spectral SSA and volume particle size distributions for these sites in
comparison to the aerosol types defined in the new classification method. Dust particles
are strongly absorbing at short wavelengths and less so at visible and near IR wavelengths.
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Figure 3.13: Mean spectral SSA (upper row) and mean particle size distributions (lower row) for
AERONET sites that are considered as representative for different aerosol types as well as for the
aerosol types defined in this study (see Figure 2.2 for color coding). Note that the size distribution
for pure mineral dust (red line) has been scaled to 50% to fit the plot. The Figure has been adapted
from Shin et al. (2019b).

Fine-mode particles and hygroscopic particles such as sulphate show nearly neutral spec-
tral SSA and overall stronger scattering, i.e. higher SSA (Dubovik et al. 2002). BC has the
strongest absorption properties in the near IR wavelength region. Organic and brown car-
bon absorb stronger at UV and visible wavelengths (Eck et al. 2009). The SSA for NA is
higher than SSA at the anthropogenic sites at all wavelengths except for the observation
at GSFC at 440 nm. The SSA for WA is similar to values obtained at GSFC and Ispra. It
can be concluded from this that NA – in view of the definition of aerosol type – consists to
a large degree of scattering particles. Similarly, WA represents aerosols that contain both
scattering and absorbing particles with the former dominating. The spectral SSA of MA is
similar to the values found at Alta Floresta and Abracos Hill except at the short wavelength.
Consequently, MA is an aerosol mixture in which absorbing particles have a stronger impact,
likely related to the contribution of organic carbon. Finally, the spectral SSA of SA is closest
to the observations at Mongu and suggests that the absorbing properties of SA are related
to a strong contribution of BC. The spectral SSA of DDM and PD is similar to the one found
at the dust sites. However, the SSA of DDM is slightly lower than SSA of PD and of the
AERONET dust sites as a result of mixing with pollutant particles. Accordingly, the SSA of
PDM are even lower than of PD, DDM, and AERONET dust sites as it is defined to feature a
larger contribution of pollutants.

The volume size distributions show a dominance of coarse-mode particles at the dust
sites. Coarse-mode particles also contribute strongly to the total volume size distribution
for PD and DDM, whereas a lower contribution of coarse-mode particles is found for PDM.
This result is in line with an increased concentration of anthropogenic pollution or biomass-
burning smoke which, in the PDM type, are typically considered to be fine-mode particles
(Eck et al. 1999). Fine-mode particles contribute most strongly to the total volume size distri-
bution at biomass-burning sites. Additionally, the contributions of fine and coarse modes are
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distributed evenly in the total volume size distribution for MA and SA. Reid et al. (1998) found
from studies in rain forest regions of Brazil that fresh smoke particles are significantly smaller
than well-aged smoke particles. Hence, fresh smoke particles contribute significantly at the
biomass-burning sites, whereas MA and SA detected over East Asia are affected not only
by fine-mode particles but also a considerable amount of coarse-mode particles, in contrast
to the source regions of biomass burning. The contributions of fine-mode and coarse-mode
particles to the total volume size distributions are rather similar for the anthropogenic sites.
However the contribution of fine-mode particles to the total volume size distributions is dom-
inant for NA.
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4 Summary and outlook

This thesis provides an overview of recent advances in the remote-sensing of aerosols and
clouds with lidar and lidar-based methodologies along four themes; all of which provide great
potential for ongoing and future research. This section summarizes the main advancements
as well as suggested lines of future research for the different themes.

The work on the use of lidar measurements for the retrieval of CCN and INP concen-
trations [Theme 1] has only just begun. Several issues will need to be addressed in the
future. First, it needs to be assessed in how far the methodologies developed for ground-
based lidar can be adopted for spaceborne measurements. While Mamouri and Ansmann
(2015) and Marinou et al. (2019) have presented reasonable agreement in INP concentra-
tions obtained from ground-based and spaceborne lidar measurements as well as airborne
in-situ sampling, it is still unclear if this will also be possible for CCN profiling. In particular,
it will be necessary to bound the range of aerosol load (in terms of extinction coefficient and
AOD) for which lidar-derived CCN and INP concentrations should be considered as a mean-
ingful product. Second, further coordinated measurement campaigns and experiments with
synergistic measurement setup will be needed to achieve closure between CCN and INP
concentration from in-situ sampling and lidar profiling for different aerosol types to a degree
that is in line with our level of scientific understanding. In that context, agreement within
an order of magnitude might be the best we will ever get for this complex problem. Partic-
ularly as the also required information in ambient relative humidity cannot be derived from
remote-sensing observations with the precision that is needed to account for small changes
in supersaturation over water and ice. Nevertheless, this course of action will also help to
resolve issues related to the first item. Finally, it needs to be assessed if today’s CCN and
INP parametrizations are indeed the end of the line or if more unified relationships can be
obtained to describe the connection between the concentration of the total aerosol ensem-
ble and the fraction that acts as CCN and INP.
It therefore might take a few more years before the methodologies presented here are likely
to lead to the first global, height-resolved, and aerosol-type specific climatology on the con-
centration of particles that are relevant for the formation and evolution of clouds. Such in-
formation is of crucial importance for studying aerosol-cloud interactions which are still one
of the largest factors of uncertainty in our understanding of anthropogenic climate change.
While this line of research is already been pursued through the synergistic combination of
aerosol lidar, cloud radar, and passive radiometers from both ground and space, information
on CCN and INP concentrations at cloud level is still the missing piece of the puzzle. The
combination of this information with cloud parameters retrieved from spaceborne remote
sensing forms a main line of study of the authors current work within the Make Our Planet
Great Again–German Research Initiative (MOPGA-GRI) Senior Research Project PACIFIC.

The availability of the first long-term data set of spaceborne lidar observations together
with the novelty of the obtained form of information for the wider scientific community are the
foundation of the two branches described in [Theme 2]: the evaluation of spaceborne lidar
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observations and their application in innovative studies that could not be attempted with pas-
sive sensors. The need for assessing the performance of spaceborne lidar measurements
with ground-truth observations is of particular importance for CALIPSO follow-up missions
such as Aeolus (Reitebuch 2012) and EarthCARE (Illingworth et al. 2015). This is why such
activities are now an essential part in the respective planning procedures. The CALIPSO
data set will remain a treasure chest for innovative research for years to come, particularly
when combined with other data sets. Ideally, the research initiated by Tesche et al. (2016)
will be continued in the framework of the three-year research project Properties and Effects
of Embedded ContrAils from spaceBOrne Observations (PEECABOO) – a proposal that has
been submitted to the German Science Foundation (DFG) in February 2020. Together with
project partners at the German Aerospace Center (DLR), a much larger set of flight tracks
will be investigated over a longer time period together with a focus on height-resolved param-
eters for pristine cirrus and those parts that are affected by embedded contrails. The analysis
of spaceborne lidar data will be complemented with case studied of airborne lidar measure-
ments conducted in the framework of the Midlatitude Cirrus experiment (ML-CIRRUS, Voigt
et al. 2017). In addition, modelling will be used to assess the impact of an increase in cloud
optical depth on the Earth’s radiative budget. A preliminary study has already shown that a
model capable of resolving contrail microphysics can reproduce the observations of Tesche
et al. (2016).

Over the last 20 years, the retrieval of aerosol microphysical properties from multiwave-
length lidar data [Theme 3] has matured to a stage that allows for automated and unsuper-
vised operation in near-real time (Chemyakin et al. 2014, Müller et al. 2019) and with reason-
able accuracy when compared to in-situ measurements (Sawamura et al. 2017). Taking the
methodology beyond the current – though well established – proof-of-concept stage requires
two main advancements: (i) an automated and unified application to the abundance of 3+2
lidar instruments in the framework of the current observational networks with data access
comparable to the AERONET level 2.0 inversion product and (ii) the universal applicability
to observations of all aerosol types including mineral dust and volcanic ash. The latter re-
mains the bigger challenge as the required methodologies for an adequate description of
light-scattering by non-spherical particles for lidar applications is still not available.

The lidar-specific methods for the analysis of sun-photometer observations within
AERONET [Theme 4] have so far been applied only to a few sites. In future, dedicated
experiments that combine AERONET measurements with advanced aerosol lidar observa-
tions and height-resolved in-situ profiling, e.g. with unmanned aerial vehicles or from teth-
ered balloons, will be needed to assess the retrieval of BC-related AAOD and to investigate
if the AERONET aerosol typing based on lidar parameters is in line with the more compre-
hensive lidar observations. The latter point is of particular relevance as what is referred to
as a mixed plume in an AERONET measurement might actually be several spatially well-
separated layers of different aerosol types as would easily be observable as such with lidar.
Nevertheless, the methodologies described here will have to be expanded to the entire
AERONET data base with the scope of a more thorough assessment if AERONET-derived
BC-related AAOD that can be used for the evaluation of aerosol transport models. Such
an evaluation is currently not possible as it is often hard to reconcile the optically defined
aerosol types used in atmospheric remote sensing with the chemically defined aerosol types
considered in aerosol transport models. In addition, future work will also have to focus on
the application of the lidar-based aerosol typing to the AERONET data base together with
radiative-transfer calculations to study the aerosol-type specific radiative forcing and use the
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findings to corroborate the quality of corresponding model estimates.

Despite the manifold need for further improvement outlined above, the lidar technique
and its application in atmospheric science have become a tremendous force for innovation
in research on aerosols, clouds, and aerosol-cloud interactions. The increased visibility of
the value of atmospheric lidar observations together with the ongoing development towards
compact advanced system for continuous ground-based measurements and the increased
recognition of the need for spaceborne observations form a solid base for taking the next
step in unleashing the full potential of lidar observations in atmospheric research within the
coming decade.
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5 Appendix

5.1 List of Abbreviations and Acronyms

Abbreviation Description

AERONET Aerosol Robotic Network
AI aerosol index
AAOD absorption aerosol optical depth
AOD aerosol optical depth
BC black carbon
BERTHA Backscatter Extinction lidar-Ratio Temperature Humidity Apparatus
CALIOP Cloud-Aerosol Lidar with Orthogonal Polarization
CALIPSO Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation
CAMS Copernicus Atmosphere Monitoring Service
CCN cloud condensation nuclei
COD cirrus optical depth
DDM dust-dominated mixture
DFG German Science Foundation
DISCOVER-AQ Deriving Information on Surface Conditions from Column and VERti-

cally Resolved Observations Relevant to Air Quality
DLR German Aerospace Center
DMPS differential mobility particle sizer
EARLINET European Aerosol Research Lidar Network
FMF fine-mode fraction
FRIDGE FRankfurt Ice nucleation Deposition freezinG Experiment
GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center
HSRL high spectral resolution lidar
HYSPLIT hybrid single-particle Lagrangian integrated trajectories model
INP ice nucleating particles
IR infrared
lidar light detection and ranging
MA moderately absorbing
ML-CIRRUS Midlatitude Cirrus experiment
MODIS Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
MOPGA-GRi Make Our Planet Great Again–German Research Initiative
NA non-absorbing
NAT nitric acid trihydrate
nCOD normalised cirrus optical depth
Nd:YAG neodym-doted yttrium-aluminium-granat
OPAC Optical Properties of Aerosols and Clouds
OPC optical particle counter
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PD pure dust
PDM pollution-dominated mixture
POLIPHON Polarization Lidar Photometer Networking
PSAP particle soot absorption photometer
PSC Polar Stratospheric Cloud
SA strongly absorbing
SALTRACE Saharan Aerosol Long-range Transport and Aerosol-Cloud-Interaction

Experiment
SAMUM Saharan Mineral Dust Experiment
SNR signal-to-noise ratio
SSA single-scattering albedo
STS supercooled ternary solutions
TiARA Tikhonov Advanced Regularization Algorithm
UAV unmanned aerial vehicle
UV ultraviolet
UTC universal time coordinated
VAAC Volcanic Ash Advisory Centre
WA weakly absorbing
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5.2 List of Symbols

Symbol Description Unit

Indices
‖ the co–polarized component of a quantity
⊥ the cross–polarized component of a quantity
a ash
BC black carbon
c coarse
c continental pollution
d dust
dry dried particles
f fine
ice ice
m molecules
na non-ash
nd non-dust
o marine
p particles
T total
v volume
w water
s smoke

Greek Symbols

αλ extinction coefficient m−1

βλ backscatter coefficient m−1sr−1

δλ linear depolarization ratio
η fine-mode fraction
τ aerosol optical depth
Θ scattering zenith angle ◦

λ wavelength m
λ0 laser wavelength m
σext extinction cross section m2

σsca scattering cross section m2

Φ scattering azimuth angle ◦

ρ density kg m−3

ω single-scattering albedo
χ ratio of an aerosol species to AOD

Latin Symbols

åλ1,λ2 Ångström exponent
åαλ1,λ2 extinction–related Ångström exponent
åβλ1,λ2 backscatter–related Ångström exponent
åSλ1,λ2 lidar–ratio–related Ångström exponent
c speed of light m/s
Eλ lidar system term
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E electric field vector
F (Θ,Φ) 4× 4 transformation matrix
Fij(Θ,Φ) elements of F (Θ)
I Stokes parameter of total intensity
m mass concentration kg m−3

m complex refractive index
mi imaginary part of the complex refractive index
mr real part of the complex refractive index
n number concentration m−3

nINP INP concentration L−1

n(r) particle number size distribution m−3

Oλ overlap function
p(Θ,Φ) scattering phase function
P0,λ emitted laser energy W
Pλ lidar signal/detected energy W
Q Stokes parameter of intensity along the x and y axes
r particle radius m
reff effective particle radius m
R range m
R backscatter ratio
R ratio of an aerosol species to the particle backscatter coefficient
S0 Stokes vector of incident light
S Stokes vector of scattered light
RH relative humidity %
S particle surface-area concentration m2m−3

S supersaturation
Sλ lidar ratio sr
t time s
T temperature ◦C
U Stokes parameter of intensity along the −45◦/+45◦ axes
v/τ extinction-to-mass conversion factor m
V Stokes parameter of right– and left–hand circular intensity
x Cartesian coordinate
y Cartesian coordinate
z Cartesian coordinate
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